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Management Summary 

This thesis is conducted in corporation with EY, a service-based company in the 

Netherlands. To support their innovation capabilities an internal corporate venturing program 

has been established. The goal of the program is to generate internal start-ups set up by 

their own employees, guiding them during the entire trajectory. As such, they leverage a 

methodology that supports the development of a start-up, namely the lean start-up approach.  

This methodology is a practical approach for the development of sustainable business 

models and can be described as hypothesis driven entrepreneurship. An entrepreneur 

translates a vision into falsifiable business model hypotheses, which are tested with users 

utilizing a series of minimum viable products (MVP). The MVP is a prototype to validate a 

hypothesis using the smallest set of actions feasible. The feedback one gains from these 

tests is used to decide whether to persevere with the business model; pivot and change 

some aspect of the business model; or perish and abandon the venture. The process is 

repeated until all key business model hypotheses are validated through MVP tests, reducing 

the risk to create a product no one wants, see Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Lean start-up approach process 

Yet, the methodology lacks a rigorous approach to develop a vision. The vision represents 

the problem an entrepreneur attempts to solve, knowledge on the innovation environment, 

and the subsequent solution concept which support the creation of the business model 

hypotheses. Considering that employees of EY generally enter the innovation program 

without a vision, the company introduced a process preceding the application of the method, 

or as they call it the ideation phase. However, the current form of the ideation phase is not 

optimal, and this thesis sets out to examine the limitations of the program and improve it 

accordingly. The following problem statement was formulated: “The ideation phase of the 

internal corporate venturing process of EY is not optimal due to shortcomings in the utilized 

methodology, namely the lean start-up approach”. 
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Research question 

One methodology is proposed several times in literature as a potential way to complement 

the limitations of the lean start-up approach, namely the design thinking methodology, 

defined as a multidisciplinary human-centred innovation approach inspired by the way 

designers think and work. The methodology consists of a system of related activities were 

projects go through in multiple cycles. It is best applicable when problems are unknown, or 

ill-defined. By understanding the human needs and framing the problem accordingly, the 

methodology creates a foundation for relevant solutions. The design thinking methodology 

appeared a good approach to complement the limitations of the lean start-up approach, so 

the following research question was formulated: How can the ideation phase of an internal 

corporate venturing program, based on the lean start-up approach, be optimized through the 

application of the design thinking methodology? 

Methodology 

To answer the research-question a design orientated approach was applied. The goal of 

many qualitative studies is to describe “what is”, driven by knowledge as an end to itself. Yet 

the goal of this study was to investigate “what can be”, not only describing field problems, but 

also develop alternative general solution concepts. This is accomplished by formulating 

design principles, which were constructed by applying three research approaches. First, a 

literature study was executed to research the relevant concepts and provide propositions to 

improve the current situation. Second, a case study was applied to create a rich 

understanding of a lean-based internal corporate venturing program and examine its 

limitations. Third, utilizing both approaches a solution was designed for the company to 

create a more preferred situation. Finally, by combining the insights gained from all research 

approaches a set of final design principles was synthesized. The following figure provides the 

overview of the research design: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Research design 
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Findings 

This thesis presents several findings supported by data from the utilized research 

approaches. First, an internal corporate venturing program leveraging the lean start-up 

approach sustains multiple limitations. Some main examples are: [1] lack of qualitative 

methods to explore and define problem, [2] does not provide an approach to identify right 

user for involvement in development process, and [3] missing an approach to explore 

different solution concepts. Second, to alleviate these limitations design thinking concepts 

were introduced and a more preferred process model was developed (see Figure 3). Third, 

building on these results a solution was defined for this specific context. This solution was 

evaluated by the facilitators of the program, and an expert to validate the applicability of the 

design. Finally, a set of five design principles was formulated that can be used as general 

rules in similar situations. 

Figure 3: Process model 

The figure provides an outline where the design principles are relevant (blue), the transition 

from design thinking (white) to the lean start-up approach (red), and the mean to transfer 

knowledge between the methodologies and phases (purple). The selection day is a point 

where teams are evaluated on the progress they made by senior management, and if they 

can progress to the next phase, the concept phase. 
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Conclusion 

If the appropriate components from the design thinking methodology are utilized it is possible 

to complement the limitations of the lean start-up approach applied in an internal corporate 

venturing program. Design thinking provides a user centred approach to problem solving, 

particularly useful in addressing situations were both problem and solution are unknown at 

the outset of an innovation process. Different approaches to divergent and convergent 

techniques are provided, supported by tools provided by practitioners of design thinking. It is 

encouraged to work with different stakeholders in the development process. By involving the 

user, senior management, and experts creates an innovation that is desirable and relevant. 

The outcome of the ideation phase will provide a rich understanding of the user, problem 

environment, and solution possibilities which will be used as input for the business model. 

Using the results provides a way for management to select teams to progress to the concept 

phase, and as input for a well-supported business model. Subsequently, the lean start-up 

approach can be applied to thoroughly validate the assumptions made.  
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1 Introduction 

In a business environment characterized by rapid technological changes, large established 

firms are increasingly looking for ways to acquire new technological capabilities and to 

explore new business opportunities in order to survive in the long run (Vanhaverbeke & 

Peeters, 2005). However, commercializing new technological opportunities in a corporate 

organization primarily designed to exploit existing products and technologies is difficult. To 

compete in this age of disruption, large and established companies cannot rely on traditional 

ways of advancement, which focus on cost efficiency, lead time reduction or quality 

improvement (Rejeb, Morel-Guimarães, Boly, & Assiélou, 2008). 

 

During the height of the dot-com boom large firms turned to corporate venturing (CV) as a 

way to promote innovation, create new technological opportunities, and retain 

entrepreneurial employees (Campbell & Birkinshaw, 2003). Given that CV can contribute 

significantly to the evolution of a firm’s corporate strategy by building new capabilities and 

businesses that enable renewal, foster strategic change and enhance a company’s profits 

and growth (Zahra & Hayton, 2008).At the same time CV can carry negative effects as well if 

not managed properly. Corporate ventures are risky and they usually do not produce hoped-

for results (McGrath, Keil, & Tukiainen, 2006).  

One application of CV is relevant in this thesis, namely internal corporate venturing (ICV). An 

internal corporate venture is defined as an entrepreneurial initiative that originated within the 

corporate structure (or within an existing business of the corporation) and is intended from its 

inception as a new business for the corporation, an internal start-up (Kuratko, Covin, & 

Garrett, 2009). Internal start-ups have been promoted to support innovation in large 

companies, and if leveraged right allows them to innovate like start-ups do. Different from 

start-ups, established corporations are in a position with resources, knowledge, and talent 

which provides them with a unique advantage(Ma, Liu, & Karri, 2016). They can leverage the 

creativity of their own employees by identifying lucrative opportunities to stay competitive in 

today’s market place. 

One methodology has gained popularity within large companies in the recent years to 

support the creation of start-ups, the lean start-up methodology. A recent survey on 170 

corporate executives reveals that 82% of them are using at least some elements of the 

approach (Kirsner, 2016). The methodology provides practical means for the development of 

sustainable business in an uncertain environment. By using a probe and learn mentality new 

markets and customer insights are generated. The company where this thesis was 

completed, EY, has implemented this methodology in their internal corporate venturing 
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program. The goal of the program is to generate internal start-ups established by their own 

employees, guiding them during the entire trajectory. However, the methodology is 

developed focusing on application within single start-ups (Edison, Smørsgård, Wang, & 

Abrahamsson, 2018). Entrepreneurs that create a start-up typically have a vision that 

influenced them to undertake such an endeavour (Eisenmann, Ries, & Dillard, 2011). The 

vision represents the problem an entrepreneur attempts to solve, knowledge on the 

innovation environment, and the subsequent solution concept that provides the foundation of 

the start-up. Henceforth, the methodology lacks a logical approach for the development of a 

vision. Different from single start-ups, the ICV program of EY normally starts with employees 

whom still must develop a vision. Under these circumstances it is necessary to utilize a 

process to explore the problem and solution the start-up will address. Consequently, they 

implemented an ideation phase to carry out this process. Although, the current form of the 

ideation phase is not effective, and the company requested to investigate if their current 

ideation phase can be improved and logically connected to the succeeding development 

stages in the program. 

The following paragraphs will first introduce the problem context where the thesis was 

completed. Then, the research goal and questions are discussed. Subsequently, the 

methodology of the research is presented.  

1.1 Problem description 

As the present research will be conducted at EY, this paragraph will briefly introduce the 

company. EY is an international operating service company which is active among other 

things in assurance (accounting & auditing), tax & law, and advisory. The company has about 

240.000 employees all over the world, operates in 150 countries, and is one of the biggest 

four accounting firms in the world. Currently the company has around 4500 employees in the 

Netherlands. One partner, working in the service line assurance, concluded that EY’s 

business model is not sustainable in the near future referring to the probability of task 

automatization with a probability of 94% in accounting and auditing (Frey et al., 2013). 

Therefore, he initiated a corporate venturing (CV) program three years ago. This research 

will be conducted within this program. 

1.1.1 Current situation 

The corporate venturing program of EY consists of two tracks: internal and external. These 

tracks are managed by the Innovate EY team, who are responsible for the facilitation of the 

program. This thesis will focus on the internal track (see Figure 1). In this track new product 

development is pursued in a bottom-up fashion, utilizing their own employees’ 

entrepreneurial mind-set. The goal for the employees is to create a start-up within the 
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company. Although not specifically defined as requirement, all products until now have been 

software related, so the program will be regarded as such. All phases of the internal track are 

shortly introduced: 

1. Ideation phase: In this phase employees enter the program and investigate the 

possibilities for an internal start-up. They explore the perceived problem and solution 

space, interact with potential users, and assemble a team. 

2. Concept phase: The teams define business model elements and test the assumptions 

they made with potential customers. Through continuous iterative testing they 

investigate if there is a problem-solution fit. 

3. Start-up phase: Teams continue developing their product and improve it through 

hypothesis testing on the possible features of the product. The goal is to create 

business for the start-up, find a solution-market fit, and create a customer base for 

feedback and market validation. 

4. Scale-up phase: In this phase the start-up’s goal is to scale-up the business. 

5. After every phase there is a selection point (go/stop) where senior management, and 

experts determine if a team can continue to the next phase based on the quality, and 

the evolution process of the start-up. 

 

Ideation 
Phase

Concept 
Phase

Start-up 
Phase

Scale-up 
Phase

Selection
Activity

Selection
Activity

Selection
Activity

Start-ups

Employees
EY

 

Figure 1: Overview phases internal track 

1.1.2 Methodology of the program 

The internal track is based on the principles of the lean start-up approach (LSA) as defined 

by Ries (2011) in his book ‘The Lean Startup’. The methodology is a practical approach for 
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the development of sustainable business models and encourages validated learning by 

obtaining customer feedback quickly and often. Instead of developing in isolation, the product 

is exposed to the customer throughout the development cycle. This way, teams can make 

informed decisions and mitigate the chance building something nobody wants. The 

methodology is especially valuable in uncertain environments and software related 

innovations. The focus of the approach is on the application within single start-ups. 

Nevertheless, Ries (2011) argues the approach is valuable for big corporations as well by 

improving speed to market and improving the odds that their new products will meet the 

customer’s needs. 

Although this may be true, the LSA does not define practices to explore the problem an 

entrepreneur attempts to solve, the innovation environment, and the subsequent solution, 

also defined as the vision (Eisenmann et al., 2011). The process to develop a vision is called 

ideation. Since the approach emerged focusing on product development in single start-ups, 

where the founders typically start with a vision, it lacks a rigorous method for ideation. In this 

case participants join the program without any prior experience in innovation and do not have 

a vision yet. When the employees join the program they still need to find the right problem to 

solve, which users to involve, and what the solution is they want to focus on. Therefore, the 

goal of the ideation phase is to support the employees in this development process. Even so, 

the ideation phase lacks a deliberate process which results in multiple problems.  

1.2 Problem statement 

The ideation phase consists of a collection of deliverables supported by workshops, coaching 

sessions, and tools to complete them. This phase takes around two months. Every week 

participants receive deliverables by email providing information they require. In short, the 

goal is to discover a problem relevant to solve, validate if this problem exists with the user, 

and create a first solution. At the end of the phase a selection day is organized where senior 

management decides if participants progressed enough to go to the next phase. Yet, the 

current approach seems to be ineffective. There are big differences between participants in 

their approach to complete the ideation phase. For example, some participants validate their 

problem extensively with the user, others do not involve the user at all, and some participants 

start the development process focusing on an idea instead of a validated problem (for an 

elaborated analysis of the problems see chapter 4). In conclusion, there is lack of a 

deliberate process in the ideation phase which causes problems in the effective application 

of the phase. Nevertheless, it is deemed important by the facilitators that the teams follow a 

deliberate approach to utilize the goals of the ideation phase. Consequently, the following 

problem statement is formulated:  
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Problem statement: “The ideation phase of the internal corporate venturing process of EY is 

not optimal due to shortcomings in the utilized methodology, namely the lean start-up 

approach”. 

The facilitators of the program indicate that the creation of the program has been an 

emergent process, and they acquired minimal feedback. They indicated that the ideation 

phase was not optimal, and there was an opportunity to improve it. Their goal was to create a 

rational ideation process and a logical connection to the succeeding development phases. 

For this reason, the ICV team has asked to research the ideation phase and find a way to 

improve it. 

1.3 Research goal 

The lean start-up approach involves limitations when utilized within an innovation program 

where employees join without a vision, such is the case in this thesis. The methodology has 

been focused on the application within single start-ups where the founders generally already 

acquired a vision. As a result, a rigorous approach to ideation is missing (Eisenmann et al., 

2011; Mueller & Thoring, 2012; Edison et al., 2018). Instead the focus lies on the 

development of sustainable business when a vision is already present. However, a company 

does not only need a practical approach to turn ideas into sellable products, but also needs a 

method for exploration of the problem space and generation of a solution in the first place 

(Brown 2009). Henceforth, companies applying the lean start-up approach experience 

common problems i.e. teams struggle to find the right problem, and teams focus on the 

wrong customer (Koen, 2015). All in all, it seems compelling to investigate the possibility to 

mitigate these flaws.  

One methodology shows promise as addition to the lean start-up approach. Several sources 

discuss the complementary nature of the design thinking methodology (Hildenbrand & 

Meyer, 2012; Mueller & Thoring, 2012; Koen, 2015). The lean start-up approach and design 

thinking methodology have several similarities and differences, when leveraged adequately 

are capable to complement one another. The lean start-up approach and design thinking are 

both aimed at creating innovations based on an user/customer centred approach (Mueller & 

Thoring, 2012). Design thinking has advantages in the generative step (ideation) and the 

lean start-up approach in testing business model hypotheses. In innovation both generation 

and testing of ideas are important, so combining the strengths of both methodologies seems 

promising (Mueller & Thoring, 2012). To put it differently, the lean approach proposes to 

focus on customer value without providing to find out what is valuable to begin with 

(Hildenbrand & Meyer, 2012). Design thinking focuses on building the right product by 

understanding the full context of the problem space. The perspectives of the user and other 
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relevant stakeholders are considered to develop a product vision, building the right product in 

the first place. However, the papers that suggest the complementary nature of both 

methodologies are inadequate for this thesis: [1] The paper of Mueller & Thoring (2012) is 

solely based on a literature review, and no context specific variables are considered; [2] The 

paper of Koen (2015) is based on own experience, and no context specific variables are 

considered; and [3] The research is based on one project in a different context than this 

thesis (Hildenbrand & Meyer, 2012). They utilize the method on a single case connecting a 

technology to an already framed innovation as it is focused on one user and its environment. 

Taken that by utilizing the design thinking methodology the problem could be solved the 

following research questions were formulated.  

1.4 Research questions 

To overcome the stated problem, and address the gap in literature, multiple research 

questions were formulated. The goal of this research is to explore why the lean start-up 

approach implemented in an internal corporate venturing process is not optimal for the 

ideation phase, if and how this can be mitigated by utilizing design thinking. Therefore, the 

following research question is formulated supported by four sub questions.  

 

Research question: How can the ideation phase of an internal corporate venturing program, 

based on the lean start-up approach, be optimized through the application of the design 

thinking methodology? 

 

1. How does an internal corporate venture process based on the lean start-up look like? 

2. What are the limitations of a lean based internal corporate venturing process? 

3. How can design thinking enhance a lean based internal corporate venturing process? 

4. How can the design thinking methodology be implemented in the internal corporate 

venturing program of EY? 
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2 Methodology 

This chapter is used to elaborate on the methodology adopted in this thesis. First, the 

research design is discussed to explain the general structure of the research. Second, each 

part will be addressed in more detail.  

 

The applied research design follows the book of Aken et al. (2012), adapted to the specific 

context of this thesis. The approach is design oriented and theory informed, focused on 

solving organizational problems in a real-life context. It is also referred to as field problem 

solving (FPS), to change ‘the actual’ into the ‘preferred’. The objective of a FPS project is to 

improve the current situation of an organization by following the problem-solving cycle. The 

cycle consists of multiple steps highly dependent on each other, resulting in iterations and 

explorations (jumping to previous or subsequent steps). Additionally, this thesis sets out to 

create general knowledge to address the gap in the literature. Hence, van Aken et al. (2012) 

formulate the reflective cycle with as goal to create generic guidelines, or design principles, 

to tackle the same types of business problems as discussed in this thesis. The design 

principles are a coherent set of normative ideas that are used to construct detailed solutions 

that are more contextualized, so include elements specific to the local setting (Van Burg, 

Romme, Gilsing, & Reymen, 2008). The design solution represents the practices that will be 

redesigned with the support of the design principles. The design can be visual, physical, 

narrative, or a combination of the different forms of representation and can be directly tested 

in practice (Van Burg et al., 2008). The following figure shows the consequent structure of the 

research design as applied in this thesis. 

Chapter 1

Problem 
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Analysis and 

Diagnosis

Chapter 3

Literature study

Chapter 4

Case studyChapter 5
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Chapter 6,7

Evaluation

Chapter 7

Academic 
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Figure 2: Research design 
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2.1 Analysis and Diagnosis 

The analysis and diagnosis section is divided in the literature study and case study. The 

literature study was executed to understand the concepts related to this thesis and provide 

propositions based on the literature to improve the current situation. The case study was 

executed to understand the current situation and investigate its limitations. 

2.1.1 Literature study 

The research-based principles are based on a systematic literature review on the subjects 

that relate to the problem, which are the following: internal corporate venturing, lean start-up 

approach, and design thinking. Next to that any subjects that were deemed important when 

feedback was received on the design solution or based on insights developed from the case 

study. The literature review was focused on understanding and improving the current 

processes and add new solutions to the ideation phase. The goal therefore was twofold. First 

the literature was used to understand the context of the thesis. Second, it was used as input 

for the research-based design principles. The goal was to create principles that can help 

improve the current situation and was not meant to provide a comprehensive overview of the 

literature. The review was iteratively adapted to insights from the other parts of the thesis 

when necessary. 

2.1.2 Case study 

To analyse the current situation of the company, and to develop practical insights a case 

study was executed. The case study is applied to understand a real-life phenomenon in 

depth, which is highly dependent on the context (Yin, 2009). The strength of a case study is 

the capability to use various data sources. Measuring the same phenomenon through 

multiple measurements, supports data triangulation, increasing the quality of the study (Yin, 

2009). The case study has an embedded single case design, with the ICV program of EY as 

single case, and the internal start-ups that participate as embedded cases within (see Figure 

3). 

Case: ICV program EY

Embedded cases: internal

start-ups within the program

 

Figure 3: Embedded single case 
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The different units of analysis in the case study were chosen to support the different research 

sub-questions. Hence, to understand the current program the ICV program was the main unit 

of analysis, and to identify the limitations the different internal start-ups of the program were 

adopted as the primary unit of analysis (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Units of analysis case study 

 

2.1.3 Data collection 

For this case study three sources to collect data were used: interviews, documentation, and 

direct observations. The data was collected in close proximity to the specific context for a 

sustained period of time, which makes it powerful for studying any process (Miles, 

Huberman, & Saldana, 2014). By involving events happening in the natural setting a rich and 

holistic understanding of the context is supported. 

 

Interviews 

The instrumentation used in the case study was dependent on the amount of structuring 

desirable to investigate the cases. A rich understanding of the context, the exploratory 

nature, and descriptive intent asks for a less-structured approach to the case study (Miles et 

al., 2014). On the other hand, the goal was to do a cross-case comparison between the 

corporate ventures. To achieve this some standardization is needed to provide an approach 

to examine the differences between cases. As such, semi-structured interviews were chosen 

as data collection method with open questions. Initial interviews were conducted with the 

facilitators of the program, and a primary literature review was executed related to the 

problem. The outcome provided an initial structure for the important themes, and interview 

questions were derived from it. An interview guide was made to structure the interview (see 

Appendix A) with structured questions on the main topics of interest, and possible follow up 

questions, allowing reciprocity between interviewer and participant. This method provided 

flexibility, and the opportunity to compare outcomes by collecting similar types of information 

from multiple participants (Kallio et al., 2016). The interviewees were chosen with the 

Single embedded case design 

Unit of analysis Description Main data sources 

ICV program EY To provide a deep understanding of the current  
program, especially regarding the ideation  
phase, the ICV program is used as unit of  
analysis. The goal was to interpret the context of  
the thesis and explore the potential limitations. 

Open interviews facilitators 
Observations 
Documentation 

Internal start - 
ups within the  
program 

To investigate the limitations of the program the  
start - up teams are used as unit of analysis. From  
them a rich understanding of latent problems was  
developed, and predefined limitations were  
validated.  

Semi - structured interviews participants 
Documentation 
Observations 
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following reasons: [1] they experienced the full ideation phase; [2] they completed the 

ideation phase and made it to the concept phase; [3] availability, at least one participant from 

each team in the concept phase was interviewed. As a result, from seven teams one 

participant was interviewed who are described in Table 2.  

Table 2: Description participants 

Description Interviewees

Interviewee Focus innovation Service line Experience 

interviewee

Experience Team

Participant A External Advisory Experienced Experienced

Participant B External Assurance Beginner Beginner

Participant C Internal Tax Experienced Experienced

Participant D Internal Core Business 

Services (CBS)

Experienced Experienced

Participant E Internal Tax Beginner Intermediate

Participant F Internal Assurance Beginner Beginner

Participant G External Assurance Beginner Beginner

Focus innovation: If the innovation is focused on an internal problem, or an external problem

Service line: The service line the participant works in (for more information: https://fscareers.ey.com/service-lines/)

Experience: Based on the experience the participant and the team of the participant has within the company. 

Beginner (<1 year); Intermediate (1< years <3); Experienced (>3 years)

 

Furthermore, during the length of this thesis the three facilitators of the program have been 

interviewed multiple times. Open interviews were taken to understand the context, explore 

different angles, or validate outcomes. 

Documentation 

To gain a deeper understanding of the context and limitations, the documentation available 

from the ideation phase was investigated. The following documentation was used for the 

case study, see Table 3. 
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Table 3: Documentation types 

Documentation sources

Documentation Explanation

Mail contact between 

facilitators and participants 
containing deliverables and 

explanation on the program.

During the ideation phase the main mode of communication to all 

participants was email. The emails were used to distribute important 
information on deliverables, dates, and program related information.

One pagers participants 

delivered at the end of the 
ideation phase.

Each participating team had to deliver a one pager at the end of the 

ideation phase. These were used to show senior management in 
one look the innovation proposed by the teams. 

Pitch decks participants used 

at the end of the ideation 
phase.

Each participating team had to pitch their innovation at the end of 

the ideation phase. The pitch decks were send beforehand, and 
contain the progress teams made in the ideation phase. 

Coach review page on the 

progress of the teams.

Each team is assigned a coach. To have an overview for the other 

coaches on the progress of the teams a review page is used. This 
page contains information on each team during the ideation phase, 

like status team and description idea. 
 

According to (Yin, 2009) the documentation can be a helpful source providing information 

one may have forgotten. This information is often more reliable than opinions. However, 

documentation may be misleading as it is written with a specific purpose (Yin, 2009). Thus, 

the information was used to complement the outcome of the interviews and direct 

observation. 

 

Direct observation 

The researcher has experienced the ideation phase in person by being directly involved in 

the program through an internship providing valuable firsthand information. The researcher 

has participated in coaching sessions, workshops, and strategic meetings. During this time 

notes were made on the program producing an insider perspective, creating additional 

impressions on the problem context alongside the interviews and documentation (Yin, 2009).  

2.1.4 Data analysis 

The interviews were analysed following the framework methodology (Gale et al., 2013). The 

method is not aligned with one theoretical approach, but is adapted to be used for inductive 

analysis, deductive analysis, or a combination of the two. The method provides a structured 

way to identify relevant data, illustrate themes, and compare the outcome, therefore is used 

in this thesis. The method describes seven steps to follow for the analysis of qualitative data, 

see Table 4.  
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Table 4: Process framework analysis 

Framework analysis

Step Explanation

Transcription The interviews were recorded on audio and afterwards

transcribed word for word. This creates a form for coding and
the first opportunity to get familiar with the data.

Familiarisation The transcripts were read afterwards to get familiatized with the

data and see if there are any inconsisticies.

Coding* One interview transcript was read line by line, and open codes

were applied to passages deemed relevant in the first interview.
The researcher aimed to classify all data so it could be

compared between interviewees.

Develop analytical framework The codes were grouped together into themes, and were

defined more clearly. A first analytical framework, or as-is
coding scheme** was developed

Apply framework The subsequent transcripts were coded by using the analytical

framework. The framework was adjusted when necessary.

Creating framework matrix After all the interviews were coded, the data was implemented

in a matrix. The data was reduced trying to hold the original
meaning.

Interpret data The data was interpreted (see additional paragraph)

* For the coding of the interviews the program QDA Miner was used

** For the “as-is” coding scheme see Appendix B
 

Interpret data 

The framework-analysis matrix provided an overview of the results per interviewee according 

to the concepts used by the company. Accordingly, with additional input from the interviews 

the full ideation process is described and visualized to present the “as-is” situation. 

Subsequently, the data is used to do a cross-case analysis. A matrix is developed to present 

the positive and negative activities in each case according to the themes identified in the 

literature study. Next, a discussion regarding each theme is presented. Finally, the outcome 

of the data analysis was discussed with the facilitators of the program to validate the results. 

As such, an overview of the main limitations and advantages are presented.  

2.2 Solution Design 

The design solution is a tool that represents the practices that were redesigned with the help 

of the design principles. The goal of the tool is to support the company redesign their current 

ideation phase to a more preferred one. Van Aken et al. (2012) illustrates the actions to be 

taken for actual designing with the synthesis-evaluation process (see Figure 4). The problem 

analysis will end if the design principles are described. The actual design process begins 
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with defining the design requirements, which are the following: [1] functional requirements, 

[2] user requirements, [3] boundary conditions, and [4] design restrictions. In the synthesizing 

steps everything comes together, and the design is created. Van Aken et al. (2012) state that 

designing cannot be described as a logical process but requires a creative jump. They argue 

it is essentially impossible to justify the design step logically, the justification must be on the 

extent the design meets the design requirements. The design should satisfy the principle of 

minimal specification, giving all the information one needs as intended by the designer (Aken 

et al., 2012). Evaluation of the design will be ‘on paper’, evaluation in the immaterial world 

i.e. logical reasoning with visualization. If the result is not satisfactory a new or adapted 

design is synthesized and re-evaluated (Loop A). If after several iterations the design is still 

unsatisfactory the requirements of the design will be changed through loop B and a new 

synthesis - evaluation will be executed.  

Problem 

analysis

Develop 

requirements
Synthesis Evaluation DesignOK

S?

AB

N

Y

Y

N

C

 

Figure 4: The synthesis-evaluation process for the solution design adopted from van Aken et al. 

(2012) 

In this thesis the steps as described by van Aken et al. (2012) were followed. However, one 

loop was added, namely loop C. This represents the influence of the design solution on the 

design principles. The design solution served two purposes in this thesis. First, the design is 

a visual representation of a potential solution for the company. Second, the design was 

evaluated with the facilitators and an expert on the capability to be implemented. As such, the 

outcome of the evaluation generated new insights on the design principles, which are used in 

the synthesis of the design principles. 

2.3 Evaluation 

The design solution should be scientifically grounded and tested in practice. The key 

question is whether the design works in a certain setting. The book of Aken et al. (2012) 

suggest alpha and beta testing. Where alpha testing is done by the originator of the design, 

and beta testing is done by third parties to replicate the design for more objective evidence. 

In this case the ideation phase was not executed in the time frame of the thesis, so only 
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alpha testing was possible. Therefore, the tests of the design were executed by the 

researcher with the facilitators of the program with expert reviews on the design. They are 

experts of the context, what they want to achieve with the design, and if it is possible with the 

proposed design. Next to that an expert has been consulted to validate the design and 

feedback was acquired. 

2.4 Design principles  

The design principles were formed by synthesising the research-based principles with the 

practical insights, and design insights. First, design principles were constructed from the 

research based and practical insights. These were applied as input for the design solution. 

Second, the design itself provided insights which were used as input for the final set of 

design principles. As such, the final design principles were constructed with all the input from 

the different modes of research. A design principle is not a protocol to be followed by the 

letter, but rather a generic proposal that can be used to address a problem of the same type. 

The design principles are not the complete solution for any given business problem, it is an 

input to the design of a specific solution. 

 

Van Burg et al. (2008) discuss the development process of the design principles, but they do 

not explicitly define how to create those principles. The paper of Denyer et al. (2008) argues 

a method for formulating design principles, the CIMO logic, which was used in this thesis. 

The CIMO logic is generally defined as one sentence with the following parts: specify the 

problem context (C), the intervention used (I), by addressing the generative mechanism (M), 

and producing an effective outcome (O). For further elaboration on each point see Appendix 

C. The key point of this logic is to make use the combination of the four parts, so it is not 

necessary to keep it in one sentence (Aken, Berends, & Bij, 2007). Defining the design 

principles is an appropriate outcome of the design science methodology. This generic set of 

rules is based on a specific context where problems are encountered by practitioners. These 

rules may aid practitioners that experience similar problems, making the research relevant 

(Kruse & Seidel, 2016).  

2.5 Quality criteria 

This chapter will elaborate on the quality criteria of the research, as suggested by Aken et al. 

(2012) the following criteria should be discussed: controllability, reliability, and validity. Any 

limitations on the criteria defined here are discussed in the conclusion.  

Controllability, to create a controllable study, researchers should reveal how they executed a 

study, and give a detailed description of the research methods. In this thesis this has been 
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achieved by creating a comprehensive description of the methodology used, and the 

accompanying methods. 

Reliability, the research is high in reliability when it is independent of the particular 

characteristics of the research and can be replicated (Aken et al., 2012). The results of the 

research should be independent of the specific situation the research is held. In other words, 

another researcher should yield the same results in a different situation. Multiple methods to 

increase the reliability have been adopted in this thesis. A case study protocol has been 

developed to standardize the data collection and analysis. To work systematically the 

framework analysis is used in combination with a coding program. The data is acquired by 

using multiple measures on the same case. Next to that multiple research instruments are 

applied (interviews, documentation, and observations). 

Validity, the validity of the research is generally defined as justification i.e. the results of 

research are valid when it is justified by the way it is generated (Aken et al., 2012). According 

to Yin (2009) the validity consist of 3 aspects: construct validity, internal validity, and external 

validity.  

Construct validity is the extent to which a measuring instrument measures what it is intended 

to measure and is especially challenging in the case study design. According to Yin (2009), 

three strategies for improving construct validity include using multiple sources of evidence, 

having key informants review the case study report, and maintaining a chain of evidence. 

Multiple sources of evidence were supported by utilizing both the participants of the program, 

and the facilitators in the case study to have different perspectives. The facilitators were also 

utilized to validate the main outcome of the case study supporting the review of the case 

study. Finally, a chain of evidence is maintained, and a matrix is presented with 

summarizations of the results. 

The Internal validity justifies the causal relationships, and only applies to explanatory case 

studies (Baškarada, 2014). Hoverer, the book of Aken et al. (2012) argues validity is high 

when many causes of the business problem are found. As such, a table with the main 

problems was generated and implemented at the end of the cases study.  

The external validity refers to the generalizability of the research to other situations, or 

organizations. This validity is often less important in projects that focus on a specific problem, 

as here is the case (Aken et al., 2012). Nonetheless, the design principles represent general 

knowledge, or prescriptions that can solve problems, so external validity was considered in 

the conclusion. 
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3 Literature study 

This chapter presents the literature study and the development of the research-based 

principles. First, a literature review on the important subjects was completed: Internal 

corporate venturing (ICV); Lean start-up approach (LSA); Design thinking (DT); and the 

possibility to combine both methodologies. The outcome is used to create an understanding 

if DT could, and should, be used to complement an internal corporate start-up program 

based on the LSA. Subsequently, research-based principles are synthesized from the 

literature study, and an overview is presented.  

3.1 Corporate entrepreneurship 

Corporations nowadays face several challenges that result in disruption of their existing 

business models. To stay competitive, they have to re-examine their products, services, and 

organizational structures on a continuous basis (Filistrucchi & Klein, 2016). Corporate 

entrepreneurship (CE) has been proposed as a way to stay flexible and dynamic, to profit 

from arising business opportunities, and to stay innovative (Kuratko, Hornsby, & Covin, 

2014). Even so, there is a lack in consistency on the definition of CE. For this reason the 

terminology proposed in the review of Sharma & Chrisman (2007) is used: “Corporate 

entrepreneurship encompasses two types of phenomena and the processes surrounding 

them (1) the birth of new business within existing organization, i.e. internal innovation or 

venturing, and (2) the transformation of organizations through renewal of the key ideas on 

which they are built, i.e. strategic renewal”. They further classify CE into groups that share 

common characteristics, Figure 5 show the relationships between them.  

Corporate 

Entrepreneurship

Innovation
Corporate 

Venturing

Strategic 

Renewal

Internal 

Corporate 

Venturing

External 

Corporate 

Venturing
 

Figure 5: Overview CE based on the paper of Sharma & Chrisman (2007) 

Corporate venturing (CV) is the entrepreneurial efforts by corporations that are focused on 

the creation of new business entities by the corporate organization (Sharma & Chrisman, 
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2007). CV can be either classified as internal or external: [1] External corporate venturing 

(ECV) are activities that focuses on the creation of semi-autonomous or autonomous entities 

that are located outside the organizational domain e.g. joint ventures and spin-offs; [2] 

Internal corporate venturing (ICV) are activities that focuses on creation of organizational 

entities that are located within the organizational domain (Sharma & Chrisman, 2007). The 

concept ICV will be elaborated in more detail for this thesis. 

3.1.1 Internal corporate venturing 

Internal corporate venturing efforts originates within an organizations domain, but it should 

be clear this phenomenon can take many forms. An internal corporate venturing process 

typically is conceptualized as a stage model that describes the evolution of a venture and 

emphasizes the sequential aspects of the development process (Burgelman, 1983). As such, 

internal venturing processes generally apply go/no-go points based on the stage gate model 

of Cooper (1990). These points exist to determine if ventures made enough progress to 

continue to succeeding development phases. The paper of Kuratko et al. (2009) defines an 

internal corporate venture as “an entrepreneurial initiative that originated within the corporate 

structure (or within an existing business of the corporation) and was intended from its 

inception as a new business for the corporation”. The definition of a new business is a 

combination of the market and product newness of the ventureThe paper of Sharma & 

Chrisman (2007) argues that four dimensions influence the performance of an ICV: Structural 

autonomy, degree of relatedness, extent of innovation, and nature of sponsorship. Research 

on the static concepts of ICV is quite extensive. However, the dynamic aspects related to 

ICV, the processes related to the development of new products in ICV literature, is not well 

documented (Dess et al., 2003; Covin et al., 2015). Nevertheless, there are several research 

papers that describe an ICV process. One is discussed here due to the relatedness to this 

thesis, namely the lean corporate venturing approach (Breuer, 2013). 

Breuer (2013) proposes the five E framework to create lean ventures. He builds on the 

resource-based view of a firm, especially the knowledge resource with the crucial role of 

learning. Five levels are described associated to learning objectives according to maturity 

(see Figure 6). Teams in a corporate venturing program gradually learn through research 

and proceed by iteratively specifying and validating business models (Breuer, 2013). The 

method encourages learning by experimentation, but the initial exploration phase does not 

screen for new business ideas. Hence, the methods starts with the assumption that the 

ventures identified the fundamental values delivered to the customers (Breuer, 2013). In 

reality, it should be the intention of the ventures to seek and validate the customers values. 
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Figure 6: Five E framework by Breuer (2013) 

3.1.2 Ideation phase 

Recognizing practices to more effectively deliver a new product to the market may be the 

difference between success and failure. At the same time, it is suggested there is no best 

way to high performance, but rather a process that should be flexible to the company’s need 

and desires. Nevertheless, there are general practices that need to be recognized to 

anticipate the potential for a company’ continued improvement (Barczak & Kahn, 2012).  

Idea generation 

Generation of good ideas that go beyond existing company technologies and/or market 

applications should be encouraged, but will require either substantial time for learning or the 

leveraging of expertise outside the company (Lester, 1998). Yet, Cooper & Kleinschmidt 

(1995) argue new products should stay close to the existing markets the company operates 

in and should not require a technology that is totally new for the company. Even so, 

companies should consistently work together with the customers to develop new solutions 

and test them (Barczak & Kahn, 2012). 

Guidance, and commitment senior management 

The new product development process should provide fundamental operational guidelines, 

and the organization should support the venture by helping and guiding the venture team 

(Lester, 1998). A formal product development process should facilitate activities from 

concept to launch, be documented for guidance, and be flexible to meet the needs of 

individual projects (Barczak & Kahn, 2012). In addition, the process should be thorough with 
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the focus on quality for every stage, and should contain tough selection elements where 

projects can be killed (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1995).At the same time, senior management 

commitment proves to be essential for the support of new products (Lester, 1998). Senior 

management should act as a promoter, overcome internal resistance, and should guide the 

teams. However, it should be noted that the risk of holding onto favourite projects should be 

mitigated if there is an advantage for the company to terminate the project (Ernst, 2002). 

Understanding the environment 

Some critical questions can only be answered by looking outside the boundaries of the 

company (Lester, 1998). Experience on the external market and technical expertise should 

be used to develop and validate new products. A venture understanding the market 

conditions, rather than technology driven, is more likely to have success (von Hippel, 1977). 

Likewise, the paper of Ernst (2002) enumerate the following factors to be important: [1] 

market orientation referring to quality of market research and understanding of the customer 

needs; [2] accurate projection of market potential; and [3] observation of the competitors. In 

the ideal case the information should be updated during the whole process. 

3.2 Lean start-up approach 

The lean start-up approach is described in the book of Ries (2011): The Lean Start-up. The 

approach is based on ‘lean manufacturing’ implemented by Toyota (Womack, 2003), and 

evolved from concepts used in the customer development method (Blank, 2006). In short, 

the customer development process is proposed as a method that runs parallel with the 

product development process focusing on customer centric-activities. Blank (2006) argues 

start-ups do not fail because they lack a product, but because they lack customers.  

Meanwhile, with the lean start-up approach Ries (2011) tries to eliminate activities that do not 

add value by offering methods and concepts that promote validating assumptions with the 

customer. The goal is to develop a sustainable business with customer input, therefore 

mitigating the biggest waste, making something nobody needs: “start-ups exist to learn how 

to build sustainable business. This learning can be validated scientifically, by running 

experiments that allow us to test each element of our vision”. In this world where speed of 

learning is the new unfair advantage companies who effectively outlearn competition can 

build what the customer really wants. Consequently, by continuously doing this companies 

stay relevant and their business models can prosper (Maurya, 2012).  
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The lean start-up is built on five principles: 

• Entrepreneurs are everywhere: Ries (2011) states that entrepreneurs include everyone 

working in his definition of a start-up: “a human institution designed to create new 

products and services under conditions of extreme uncertainty”. 

• Entrepreneurship is management: A start-up, as it is not just a product, requires a new 

way of management for the context of extreme uncertainty. In other words, 

entrepreneurship is not just doing, and hoping for the best. 

• Validated learning: The goal of a start-up is learning how to build a sustainable business. 

Through running frequent experiments on each element of the entrepreneur’s vision, the 

assumptions can be scientifically validated. 

• Build - Measure – Learn (see Figure 7): The feedback loop used to turn ideas into 

products and measure the customer response. The goal is learning with the least amount 

of resources used by building the Minimum Viable Product (MVP) and measure the 

customer response with actionable metrics. 

• Innovation accounting: A new way of accounting for start-ups by setting up milestones, 

measuring with the right metrics, and prioritize work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In essence, the lean start-up approach (LSA) is innovation through repeated, validated 

experimentation (Frederiksen & Brem, 2017). It recognizes the great uncertainty present in 

start-ups and favours generating data to mitigate this uncertainty by improving learning 

capabilities, instead of long term planning. The development of products is iterative and 

involves continuous user feedback. The Minimum Viable Product (MVP) is launched as soon 

as possible to test new features with customers. The MVP is sometimes described as the 

minimum viable prototype, as product may imply an already sellable product (Koen, 2015). 

 

Figure 7: Build Measure Learn feedback loop (Ries, 2011) 
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Another way to describe the LSA is as an organization that uses hypothesis driven 

entrepreneurship (Eisenmann et al., 2011). An entrepreneur translates his vision into 

falsifiable business model hypotheses, which are tested with the use of a series of MVP’s. 

The MVP serves as the smallest set of actions one can take to invalidate a hypothesis. The 

feedback one gains from these tests is used to decide whether to persevere with the 

business model; pivot and change some aspect of the business model; or perish and 

abandon the venture (Eisenmann et al., 2011). This process is repeated until all key business 

model hypotheses are validated through MVP tests, reducing the risk to create a product no 

one wants (See Figure 8 for an overview).  

Set Vision
Create 
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Build MVP 

to test 
hypothesis

Measure Learn
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Persevere Scale

Adjust vision

Test next hypothesis

Hypothesis 

validated

Hypothesis 

rejected

 

Figure 8: Hypothesis driven entrepreneurship adjusted from Eisenmann et al. (2011) 

Nevertheless, the LSA does not specifically mention any methods or techniques before a 

vision is present (Eisenmann et al., 2011; Mueller & Thoring, 2012; Edison et al., 2018). The 

vision represents the problem an entrepreneur attempts to solve, knowledge on the 

innovation environment, and the subsequent solution concept which support the creation of 

the business model hypotheses. Developing a vision is something Ries (2011) pays less 

attention on than the other phases of the developing process (Eisenmann et al., 2011). The 

LSA is effective in testing an idea but is built on the assumption that one starts with a 

reasonable good idea. If the idea is bad to begin with, one only learns that your idea is not 

going to work (Maurya, 2012). Additionally, companies leveraging the approach consistently 

face the same problems according to Koen (2015): companies struggle to identify the right 

problem, and they focus on the wrong customers.  

3.3 Design thinking 

To apply design thinking, it is first necessary to understand What is design thinking (DT)? 

The paper of Johansson-sköldberg & Woodilla (2013) argue there is no unique meaning for 

the methodology, and therefore one should not try to realize one. They discuss the meaning 
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given to the concept in different discourses, design and managerial. The design discourse, 

defined as ‘designerly thinking’, is rooted in the academic field of design, and related 

disciplines. The goal has been purely academic, understanding for its own sake. The focus is 

on the designers ability’ perspective, researching the professional designer’s practice. Hassi 

& Laakso (2011) note that the term design thinking already surfaced in design research, but 

predominantly refers to the cognitive processes of a designer.  

The managerial discourse, defined as ‘design thinking’, is used to describe design practices 

for people without a background in design (Johansson-sköldberg & Woodilla, 2013). The 

concept design thinking indicates a portal towards designerly principles to innovation, or as a 

translation of designerly thinking to a more popularized management version. Consequently, 

there is only a small amount of peer-reviewed articles on design thinking, and therefore is 

less academically anchored (Johansson-sköldberg & Woodilla, 2013). The literature relies to 

a great extent on books, articles in the business press, and conference papers (Hassi & 

Laakso, 2011).  

Likewise, the paper of Kimbell (2011) argues it is hard to articulate what design thinking is 

precisely. She states that design thinking should be decoupled from any field or discipline of 

design and is meant to encompass everything good about designerly practices. Both Kimbell 

(2011) and Johansson-sköldberg et al. (2013) indicate that DT is a loose term with several 

meanings. Descriptions range from DT being a prescriptive process for realizing solutions to 

problems, to cognitive characteristics of designers which can be used in the managerial 

realm.  

To demonstrate, the paper of Hassi & Laakso (2011) synthesizes a framework from the 

current managerial discussion on design thinking, illustrating the dimension and related 

elements underlying the concept. According to them, three dimensions are important: 

practices, thinking styles, and mentality. Each dimension consists of several elements that 

are recurring in the literature on design thinking. The elements are not separate units, but 

rather a part of the concept design thinking (see Figure 9). 

Consequently, researchers have rejected the idea of a singular definition of design thinking 

and called for an epistemological perspective to the concept (Kimbell, 2011; Hassi and 

Laakso, 2011; Johansson-Sköldberg et al., 2013). As a result, with a diversity of views about 

the concept, the context will inevitably affect how value is perceived. All in all, design thinking 

may be described as an innovation system, a process, a mindset, a collection of tools or a 

mix of these (Hassi and Laakso, 2011). In the next chapter a more practical use of design 

thinking will be described. 
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3.3.1 Practical use of design thinking 

A more practical use of design thinking in the managerial realm has been described by Tim 

Brown: “Design thinking is a multidisciplinary human-centred innovation approach inspired by 

the way designers think and work” (Brown, 2008). He is the CEO of IDEO, a company 

ranked among the top ten most innovative companies in the world, and is seen as one of the 

first to highlight how organizations can use the principles of DT in the recent managerial 

discourse (Hassi & Laakso, 2011).  

According to Brown (2008) people have a natural ability for design thinking which can be 

unlocked to develop ideas that meet customers’ needs and desires. The perfect innovation 

lies in balancing desirability, technical feasibility, and economic viability to create customer 

value and market opportunity (see Figure 10), or as he says it: “a human-centred approach 

to innovation that draws from the designer's toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the 

possibilities of technology, and the requirements for business success”. Interestingly, many 

authors mention the balance between desirability, feasibility, and viability as a benefit of the 

method, but only few tools are provided to support the feasibility and viability part (Carlgren 

et al., 2016).  

Design Thinking can best be described as a system of spaces. The spaces are a 

combination of three related activities that form the continuum of innovation where projects 

Figure 9: Framework of Design Thinking elements by Hassi & Laakso (2011). 
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go through in multiple cycles (Brown, 2008): [1] Inspiration: researching circumstances on a 

problem or opportunity; [2] Ideation: generating, developing, and testing ideas; [3] 

Implementation: creating a path to the market. Design thinking is best applicable when 

problems are unknown, or ill-defined. By understanding the human needs and framing the 

problem accordingly, the methodology creates a foundation for relevant solutions. 

 

Figure 10: Design Thinking: A balance between feasibility, desirability, and viability (Brown, 2008) 

3.3.2 Process design thinking 

To guide one successfully through the process of DT multiple models have been proposed. 

The paper of Tschimmel (2012) argues it can be misleading to synthesize a rich concept like 

DT into a process model. Still, it makes the method explicit and easier to understand, making 

it accessible for less experienced people. As suggested by Glen et al. (2015) it is necessary 

to guide unexperienced people with a structured process while more advanced design 

thinking project probably do not adhere to this kind of structure. The process model acts as 

project development guide illustrating the main steps necessary for the usage of tools and 

techniques, and can be changed according to the goal of each case (Canina et al., 2014; 

Irbīte & Strode, 2016). The visualization of the phases in a design thinking process depend 

mainly on the methodological paradigm where the process is being implemented 

(Tschimmel, 2012). In the current DT movement, the problem-solving paradigm is dominant 

in a holistic, nonlinear way. The design thinking process is described as a system of 

overlapping spaces, or an iterative process (Brown, 2008). There are several process 

models of DT applied in business and innovation that can be integrated in a creative working 

process. Design schools and organizations provide design thinking process models divided 

in various stages, ranging from three to six. For instance, the paper of Tschimmel (2012) 

describes five models defined by different proponents of the approach. While these entities 

define a number of phases for practical use, this does not exclude the division or merging of 

intermediate phases (Irbīte & Strode, 2016). One model, defined by the Hasso-Plattner-

Institute of design at Stanford (d.school) a leading school in design thinking is shown here as 

illustration (see Figure 11).  
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Emphatize Define Ideate Prototype Test

Emphatise to 

help define 

problem

Learn about 

users through 

testing

Tests create ideas 

for the project

Learn from 

prototypes to spark 

new ideas

Test reveal insights 

that redefine the 

problem
 

Figure 11: Design Thinking process adopted from d.school 

Criteria to choose the more appropriate process model include the characteristics of the 

innovation effort, the context, the team dynamics and composition, and the available time 

(Tschimmel, 2012). 

3.4 Lean Design Thinking 

Several papers suggest the complementary nature of the lean start-up and design thinking 

methodologies into one innovation process which are presented here. First, the most 

important similarities and differences of both methodologies are presented (see Table 5). 

Then, four papers are presented that provide different insight in the complementary nature of 

the methods. 
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Table 5: Comparison methodologies adapted in part from Mueller & Thoring (2012). 

Comparison important subject methdologies

Subject Lean start-up Design Thinking

Approach Customer oriented User centered

Target group Customers (distinguished 

between Users,
Influencers, Recommenders, 

Economic Buyers,

Decision Makers)

End user (extreme, and lead 

user)

Learning Learning by testing elements 

of the vision by scientific 
approach, validated learning

Learning about the problem 

context (user, problem, 
environment), and solution 

concept

Prototype Used to test hypotheses of the 

business model with 
customers 

Used to test the solution 

concept with the user

Methods Strong focus on quantitative 

methods

Strong focus on qualitative 

methods

Ideation Not part of the process, idea 

initially provided by the 
company founder.

Is part of the process. 

solutions are generated as 
outcome of the process.

Business model Strong focus on business 

model

Not a focus (however, 

mentioned as outcome of the 
method by several authors).

Hypothesis testing Focus Not a focus

Unclear problem Validate problem through 

quantitative testing

Explore and frame problem 

through qualitative methods.

Rapid iteration Yes Yes

 

First, the paper of Mueller & Thoring (2012) proposes a combination of the methodologies by 

literature review, introducing “Lean Design Thinking”. This is one of the few scientific articles 

found that extensively elaborates on the subject but lacks empirical evidence to support their 

process model. The paper of Mueller & Thoring (2012) argues not to arbitrarily interchange 

both methodologies, as both focus on specific requirements which are not considered by the 

other. It is better to use the strong elements of each methodology to complement the 

shortcomings of the other. They propose the term “lean design thinking” and create a 

process model based on abstract models of both methodologies (see Figure 12).It is 

suggested to merge both methodologies using aspects that can complement each other e.g. 

the focus on qualitative methods from DT, and the rigorous selection of assumptions from the 

LSA (Mueller & Thoring, 2012).  
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Figure 12: Lean design thinking 

The book of Schneider (2017) describes how design thinking, lean and agile approaches can 

complement each other. He argues DT is used to explore complex problems and find 

opportunities in a context of uncertainty. In other words, questioning what is, and what could 

be for future solutions. Lean on the other hand, is a management philosophy based on 

scientific thinking. It is used to test hypothesis using deliberate actionable practices to learn 

by doing, answering how right are the assumptions made (Schneider, 2017). He eventually 

integrates both methodologies (also agile) in an actionable strategy of four steps allowing 

action to occur in practice (see Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13: Four steps of actionable strategy  

Lindberg, Meinel, & Wagner (2011) investigated IT development companies and argue, if 

design thinking is integrated within an existing organizational structure, it likely will be 

regarded as technique for the fuzzy-front end (ideation). However, this creates a problem by 

risking a disruption with subsequent development stages. This is traced back to the usage of 
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prototypes within the methodology (Lindberg et al., 2011). The DT methodology develops 

prototypes to learn about the idea concept. In contrast, prototypes used in software related 

development are iterated on a continuous basis into the final product without going into the 

wrong direction to long i.e. the process of pivoting and persevering in the lean start up 

approach. Lindberg et al. (2011) argue that implementing design thinking into the fuzzy front 

end of a development process, requires a mean to transfer the design knowledge to the 

succeeding development phases.  

The paper of Koen (2015) recognizes multiple problems companies consistently experience 

with the implementation of the lean start-up approach. For instance, companies struggle 

identifying the right problem and they focus on the wrong customers. He then argues the 

design thinking method to human centred design can mitigate these problems by asking 

three critical questions: What is the right problem, who has the problem, and what is the 

value to the user in solving the problem? In addition, Koen (2015) discusses the usage of the 

business model with both methodologies. He argues, generally the business model canvas 

of Osterwalder (2010) is used, but this only benefits sustaining business. For disruptive 

innovations it is critical for teams to work on the customer, the problem, and the solution 

attributes. The design thinking methodology supports these elements, which can be 

leveraged with a different business model, namely the Lean Canvas (Maurya, 2012). So, he 

proposes a change in business model design and complement this with elements from the 

design thinking methodology. 
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3.5 Research synthesis 

This chapter contains the synthesis of the literature study into research-based design 

principles. The research-based principles serve as propositions to improve the current 

situation. An overview of the principles is given in Appendix D. 

3.5.1 Research based principle 1: Converge and Diverge 

An important part in design thinking is the deliberate and repeating cycle of divergent and 

convergent approaches. Although not explicitly represented in well-known models (e.g. 

IDEO), this is implied by the purpose of the methods used (Schneider, 2017). The paper of 

Lindberg et al. (2011) defines it as the two following fundamental pair of terms: [1] divergent 

and convergent thinking; and [2] problem and solution space (see Figure 14). In contrast, the 

lean start-up approach is mainly focused on testing business model hypotheses to develop a 

scalable start-up. The methodology is dependent on a strong direction provided by the 

founder’s vision (Eisenmann et al., 2011). It lacks methods for exploring the environment, 

identifying the user, and the exploration of a solution. This is especially necessary in 

business to business markets when the entrepreneur does not have domain knowledge 

coming from years of experience (Eisenmann et al., 2011). In the case of internal corporate 

ventures, typically a process is required to support these efforts, defined as an exploration 

phase by Breuer (2013), or definition phase by (Burgelman, 1983). 

 

Figure 14: Problem and Solution space (Lindberg et al., 2011) 

In DT both the problem and solution are regarded as elements to be explored being an 

approach to professional learning, widening the scope. The insights gained from the 

explorative phases are synthesised and selected to develop viable and novel solutions 

(Lindberg et al., 2011). This process is characterized as a series of iterative phases to allow 
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for continuous circles of reflection (Canina et al., 2014). Although generally not followed in a 

linear fashion the process typically starts with an exploration phase (Brown, 2008). 

The process is applied to create a multi perspective understanding of the environment to 

face the ambiguity of wicked problems and develop creative solutions. Wicked problems are 

problems which are ill formulated, there are multiple stakeholders with conflicting values, and 

the information is not complete (Dunne & Martin, 2006). Integrating divergent and convergent 

approaches will provide a systematic way to find patterns and relationships in a wide range 

of information sources, including ambiguous and conflicting data (Sato et al., 2010). Instead 

of trying to solve the problem in a direct way this improves challenging, questioning, and 

reformulating the initial problem (Carlgren et al., 2016). Additionally, it is encouraged to 

explore multiple approaches to a solution leading to opportunities for real change (Drews, 

2009). 

(C) When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an internal corporate 

venturing process based on the lean start-up approach, (I) a combination of convergent and 

divergent approaches should be applied as a series of iterative phases, (M) this promotes 

the exploration and definition of the problem and solution space; encourages challenging and 

reformulating of the problem and solution space; and supports learning and discovery of new 

relationships, (O) which will improve the in-depth knowledge of the innovation environment, 

the user, and increases the possibility to generate ideas that go beyond the existing 

applications of the company. 

3.5.2 Research based principle 2: Tools and Support 

Design thinking is promoted as a managerial discourse that adopts the valuable approaches 

from the way designers work. When something is ‘translated’ into a management version i.e. 

creating a version that can be applied by people not trained as designers, nuances may be 

left out. The paper of Johansson-sköldberg & Woodilla (2013) argues two dimensions are 

frequently inaccurate when discussing DT: [1] Design thinking is regarded as just being 

creative. However, creativity is only a part of what a designer does. [2] Design thinking is 

described as a ‘toolbox’ ready for use. Instead, tools associated with DT should not be 

implemented as an independent solution. Nonetheless, the usage of tools is a valuable part 

of design thinking when employed for innovation work in practice, and provides a rich 

assortment of possibilities (Carlgren et al., 2014). For instance, practitioners (e.g. IDEO), and 

design schools (e.g. Stanford d.school) provide a great deal of free tools that can be 

implemented in practice. Unlike the lean start-up approach, which predominantly supports 

the use of quantitative techniques, design thinking extensively support the use of qualitative 

methods (Mueller & Thoring, 2012). Henceforth, limitations found in the exploration and 
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ideation processes from the lean start-up approach can be mitigated by utilizing such tools. 

As an example, when the lean start-up approach is utilized, a common problem is the 

involvement of the wrong user (Koen, 2015). Instead, the identification of the right user is a 

significant part of the design thinking methodology supported by tools designers use in 

practice e.g. empathy maps, and personas. Additionally, applying tools makes it easier to 

implement DT in an existing innovation process gradually (Tschimmel, 2012).  

However, tools associated with DT should be applied in combination with other approaches 

that support the implementation of the methodology. For instance, the paper of Canina et al. 

(2014) describes an approach teaching a design process. They argue that a multisensory 

experience allows for an in-depth understanding of the various elements. In their research 

they define four key-factors: flexible space, visual representation, playful approach, and 

emotional involvement. A toolkit can be used to assist people in the practical application of 

the methodology, and selected according to the specific activities (Canina et al., 2014). 

Likewise, the paper of Rauth et al. (2014) discuss the legitimization of DT in large 

organization and call for several approaches to support the implementation of a design 

process: [1] offer a special coach, [2] facilitator education, [3] develop company specific 

training material such as instructions, and [4] do not implement it as an of the shelf product 

but adapt it to fit the company context. Furthermore, Glen et al. (2015) argue that people 

experiencing design thinking for the first time require a more structured learning environment. 

They usually require a guide during the process to put emphasis on how the phases and 

associated techniques work towards a goal.  

(C)When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an internal corporate 

venturing process based on the lean start-up approach, (I) tools associated with the 

methodology, like empathy maps and personas, should be implemented in complement with 

other learning activities like a special coach, company specific training material, or a visual 

guide to structure the process, (M) which supports participants in utilizing the methodology 

applying a deliberate approach, (O) increasing the likelihood the methods are used effective 

and generate desired outcomes. 

3.5.3 Research based principle 3: Collaboration 

The uncertainty and complexity are ever increasing with the development of products and 

services. To mitigate any problems, according to Brown (2008), the best design thinkers are 

people who enthusiastically collaborate within interdisciplinary teams and work alongside 

other stakeholders in the development process . Working in a collaborative style, or defined 

as being diverse by some, is one of the main elements of the design thinking methodology 

emphasized by virtually all authors (Hassi & Laakso, 2011; Carlgren et al., 2016). Both the 
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lean start-up and internal corporate venturing literature also indicate the importance to have 

a collaborative working style e.g. working within a team (Edison et al., 2018), working with 

senior management (Lester, 1998), and surrounding oneself with experienced people 

(Eisenmann et al., 2011). 

The main approaches encompassing collaboration in design thinking are: [1] working 

together in teams with diverse backgrounds (Brown, 2008; Clark & Smith, 2010); [2] 

integration of outside perspectives in the development process (Clark & Smith, 2010; 

Carlgren et al., 2016); and [3] involving other stakeholders like users (see next paragraph). 

Having a collaborative working environment is important when working in a complex and 

uncertain environment, to expand perspectives by working with other people, merging the 

perspectives in new and meaningful ways (Dunne & Martin, 2006). People have to be 

receptive to new insights, accepting the friction associated with collaboration, building on 

new insights and ideas from others (Fraser, 2009).  

(C)When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an internal corporate 

venturing program based on the lean start-up approach, (I) a collaborative working style 

should be encouraged by involving users, team members, senior management, and other 

stakeholders (M) this promotes using different perspectives supporting inspiration, empowers 

tackling complex problems, and creates awareness of the innovation (O) which will improve 

the likelihood of an innovation being relevant and will be accepted. 

3.5.4 Research based principle 4: User Involvement 

The traditional way of developing a product focuses a great deal of time perfecting the 

product without showing it to the customer until it is finished. These processes focus on 

execution instead of discovery and learning with the user. This logic is not particularly useful 

when a product is introduced to new markets, where uncertainty is high (Trimi et al, 2012). 

Introducing a product to a new market, no experience on user’ needs and problems yet exist. 

It is essential to look beyond the current application of products and services delivered by the 

organization and gain deeper insights in the user and their surrounding activities (Fraser, 

2009). The lean start-up provides techniques to involve the user in the development process 

by principles like “Get out of the building”, and “Continuous deployment” (Ries, 2011). 

However, the focus lies on quantitatively testing the users responses to a minimum viable 

product. The method does not provide techniques to identify which user to involve, and how 

to involve the user in the exploration of the entrepreneur’s vision. Corporations normally have 

a good relationship with routine clients. Although, routine users typically are satisfied with the 

current products only interested in lowering costs or higher performance (Koen, 2015). 
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Instead, the right users to get feedback from should be identified, which are not the clients 

which are normally worked with. 

A fundamental characteristic of design thinking is the human centred approach (Tschimmel, 

2012). This means collaborating not only with your team and experts in the field, but also 

involving the user in co-creation of the innovation. Throughout the process the user is 

perceived as partner, increasing the effectiveness of learning in innovation processes. The 

users are considered as experts in the development of products and services (Tschimmel, 

2012). By taking this approach, the users problems and needs are understood supporting the 

discovery of potential markets for a product or service and develop solutions that are 

inherently desirable and meet latent needs (Brown, 2008). Involving the users improves the 

capacity to exploit continuous feedback in the development of solutions. Resulting in 

balancing what users desire with technical feasibility and economic viability (Brown, 2008).  

However, simply involving a user is not enough, instead which user is visited is as important 

as how many. A mistake that is frequently made is visiting routine users who are often 

satisfied with the current product offerings, and therefore provide limited insights (Koen, 

2015). Von Hippel (1986) proposed the term lead users who deal with problems where no 

solution yet exists on the market. A lead user is [1] a member of the user population who 

expect high benefits from a solution for their needs and are thus more prone to innovate, and 

[2] are at the leading edge of trends in the marketplace and therefore are experiencing needs 

now which many other users will experience later. Involving a user high in these 

characteristics has a positive impact on the commercial attractiveness of the innovation 

(Franke & von Hippel, 2003). Respectively, early adopters are also more prone giving 

insights and feedback (see Figure 15). Alternatively, Brown (2008) proposes to pay attention 

to extreme users as they likely to give feedback and provide better information. 
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Figure 15: Visualization of the lead user 

(C)When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an internal corporate 

venturing program based on the lean start-up approach, (I) the identification and involvement 

of the right users should be encouraged to understand what their needs and problems are, 

(M) which improves discovery and learning in an uncertain market, improves co-creation, and 

creates balance in desirability with technical feasibility and economic viability, (O) which 

increases the likelihood of a positive impact on the commercial attractiveness of the 

innovation. 

3.5.5 Research based principles 5: Utilizing Business Model 

The lean start-up approach starts with a business model build on assumptions formulated 

from the vision. The business model captures, visualizes, and communicates the business 

logic (Osterwalder, 2010). Furthermore, in an entrepreneurial process the business model is 

revisited in several steps or phases creating a gradual process to the best possible 

composition (Lund et al., 2017). As such, the LSA describes how to test the assumptions 

with falsifiable hypotheses following the feedback loop “Build-Measure-Learn” developing a 

sustainable business by scaling the business model (Eisenmann et al., 2011). The 

importance of a business model canvas is to see all the key data needed to visualize the 

business in one common eye span. Chesbrough (2010) states: “a mediocre technology 

pursued within a great business model may be more valuable that a great technology 

exploited via a mediocre business model”. The value of the lean start-up approach is the 

business model being the convergence point of the process, see Figure 16 (Koen, 2015). 

The business model achieves two goals in the LSA: [1] The start-up is conceptualized as a 
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business model. As a result, the expected outcome of the methodology is a repeatable and 

scalable business model; [2] It provides a visual representation of the relationships and 

complexities of the hypotheses tested (Koen, 2015). However, just filling in the canvas does 

not create value, the quality of the collected information remains the critical commodity 

(Koen, 2015). 

 

Figure 16: Business model as convergence point in the LSA (Koen, 2015) 

Meanwhile, Lindberg et al. (2011) argue that implementing design thinking into the fuzzy 

front end (ideation) of a development process requires a mean to transfer design knowledge 

to the succeeding development phases. Also, it is mentioned several times in the literature 

that a business model is a viable output of the DT methodology (Fraser, 2009; Glen et al., 

2015; Lund et al, 2017). Consequently, a business model can act as a tool to implement the 

results from a design thinking process. 

Likewise, the paper of Koen (2015) argues design thinking methodology is based on three 

critical questions: [1] What is the problem; [2] Who has the problem; and [3] What are the key 

attributes of the solution. Keeping these elements separate allows to build on the key 

principles of the DT methodology, a business model canvas can integrate it to varying 

degrees (Koen, 2015). As an example, the lean canvas proposed by Maurya (2012) was 

specifically developed for start-ups and intended to actualize the uncertainty of a start-up or 

the FEI canvas which supports the frond-end of innovation in large companies by Johnson 

(2010). These canvasses (see Appendix F) provides a way to visualize the solution, problem, 
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customers, and attributes of the customer, making it suitable to transfer the knowledge 

learned with the design thinking methodology. Additionally, internal venturing processes 

generally apply go/no-go points based on the stage gate model of Cooper (1990), where the 

progress of the development of a product is assessed. This creates a static point where the 

two methodologies could connect, with the business model as transition points between the 

methodologies at such an assessment point. 

(C)When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an internal corporate 

venturing program based on the lean start-up approach, (I) a business model canvas should 

be applied as mean to transfer knowledge to the succeeding development phases, (M) which 

creates a convergence point for the methodologies, a way to visualize key data outcomes in 

a coherent manner, and a way to assess the progress of a project, (O) this will improve the 

effective integration of both methodologies and increases the likelihood for implementation in 

the same innovation process. 
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4 Case Study 

The central subject of this thesis is the effectiveness of the ideation phase in an ICV program 

leveraging the lean start-up approach. To create a richer understanding of the current 

situation a case study was executed to develop practical insights from the largely tacit 

knowledge of the participants. First, the ideation phase will be explained in detail and visually 

presented. Subsequently, a matrix with the case specific results is shown. Next, each theme 

will be elaborated on discussing the comparison between cases. Finally, a summary section 

is presented with the main outcomes of the analysis and a more preferred situation is 

discussed.   

4.1 Ideation process 

The ideation phase (see Figure 17) takes around eight weeks, and starts with a workshop 

accessible for all employees, which serves multiple objectives: [1] introduce employees to 

the program; [2] brainstorm session for first problem and solution; and [3] opportunity to join 

the program. Providing employees enter the program, they are subscribed to a mailing list 

which functions as the main form of communication for the deliverables. Each week an email 

is send with a description of the deliverables and associated tools to support the realization.  

 

Furthermore, a coach is assigned to each participant for support during the process. While 

the responsibility to arrange meetings lies with the participants, a weekly meeting is generally 

pursued. Meanwhile additional workshops are organized to develop skills that are considered 

important, though are optional to join. Currently, workshops on sustainability and pitching are 

offered, either in person, or virtually by video connection.  

 

Immediately after the first workshop the participants must find an ambassador and assemble 

a team. The ambassador is someone from senior management who provides support during 

the development process. In the meantime, the participant searches for colleagues that are 

interested to join his or her team. The goal is to assemble a team of three people divided in 

the roles of marketing, operations, and technology. Important to realize, the participants in the 

ideation phase develop their solution alongside their regular work. 

 

Subsequently, the participants must validate the problem they address, explore the market, 

and define a first solution. Each of these deliverables are communicated by email and 

supported by tools to assist them. At the end of this phase, a selection day is organized 

where the teams show their progress to a jury including senior management (not 

ambassadors) from the company, and experts. During this selection day the jury decides if a 
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team meets the requirements to go to the next phase, the concept phase. The concept phase 

starts by introducing the lean start-up principles and the business model (lean canvas). The 

process might deviate between participants, but the overview in Figure 17 shows the process 

a participant generally follows. 

.
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Employee  Workshop Weekly 
email 

Weekly 
email 

Weekly 
email 

Weekly 
email 

Weekly 
email 

Selection 
day 

Concept 
phase 

First brainstorm 
on problem and 

solution.  
 

Note: Brainstorm 
is done mainly 

alone and takes 
around 2 hours 

 
Employees make 
the choice to join 

the program. 

Find ambassador 
to support the 

innovation. 
Assemble a team 

of 3 people. 

Validate problem 
with the user by 

interview. 

 
Tools 

Interview 
question list 

Video how to do 
interviews 

Complete team 
and commit an 
ambassador. 

Further validation 
of the problem 
with the user. 

Market research 
and competitor 

analysis.  
Investigate the 
market around 
the start-up.. 

 
Tools 

TAM/SAM/SOM 
method 

Pental diagram 

Deliver a file with 
all the deliverables: 
1. Problem 
2. Solution 
3. Current situation 
4. Target market 

 
Tool 

One pager to 
structure outcome 

Pitch the 
innovation to a 
jury of senior 

management and 
experts. They 

select if the team 
progress to the 
concept phase. 

 
Tool 

Pitch deck 

Teams start in 
the concept 

phase. The first 
theory they 

review is the 
business model, 

and the lean 
start-up approach 

principles 

Coach assigned 
to the participant 

Workshop on 
sustainability 

Workshop on 
pitching 

Figure 17: Ideation phase process 
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4.2 Cross case comparison of ideation phase 

This chapter provides the cross-case comparison of the ideation phase. First, a matrix is presented with the outcome per case in the columns. 

The rows in the matrix are chosen following the themes of the research-based principles as discussed in the literature study. Each theme further 

exists of a division in positive and negative activities that are realized per case. Activities are considered positive when they support the 

execution of a theme. For instance, in case A by doing market research and open interviews teams explored the market and the user before 

defining a problem. Therefore, the divergent approaches considering the problem space were positively supported. As such, this was labelled 

as a positive activity and inserted in the positive row of the theme divergence problem space. Likewise, activities negatively influencing the 

execution of a theme are entered in the negative row. For instance, case B started from an idea and tried to connect a problem to this idea. This 

activity negatively influences the possibility to explore (divergent approach) the problem space by focusing on a problem that fits the idea, 

narrowing down the domain to explore. As such, this activity is entered in the negative field of the divergence problem space.  

Table 6: Cross-case comparison matrix 

 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E Case F Case G 

D
iv

e
rg

e
n
c
e

 P
ro

b
le

m
 S

p
a
c
e
 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
 

Did preliminary exploration 

on the problem space by 

utilizing own experience 

and market research tools. 

Also did open interviews 

with potential users. 

Used a variety of 

methods to investigate 

the market, especially 

experts within the 

company.  

 

- Talked to a great deal of 

people to explore any 

relevant problems. Used 

materials to create an 

open discussion. 

- - Used a variety of methods 

to investigate the problem 

space, especially outside 

experts and literature. 

N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

Used an idea as source for 

their innovation and tried to 

connect a problem to it. 

Used an idea as source 

for their innovation and 

tried to connect a 

problem to it. 

 

Didn’t explore beyond 

initial problem. 

 

- Didn’t explore 

beyond initial 

problem. Started 

with a solution. 

Didn’t explore beyond 

initial problem. 

- 
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P
o

s
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e
 

Used a structured way to 

validate their problem with 

potential users and experts. 

Deliberately defined a 

problem statement for 

guidance in the subsequent 

process. 

Utilized the acquired 

data to generate a 

direction for their 

problem. Especially the 

market data provided 

them focus in the early 

stages. 

Did multiple interviews 

to validate the problem 

and create a clear 

outline. Their problem 

was clearly present in 

the department, so 

people were 

enthusiastic. 

Used open interviews 

with users to validate if 

their problem exists, and 

if it was relevant to solve 

for users. 

Did interviews 

mainly with 

colleagues to 

validate problem, 

and some 

customers.  

Talked to colleagues 

to make their problem 

more concrete. 

Used outside 

stakeholders and users to 

come to a more detailed 

problem by validation, 

and open interviews. 

N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

- Didn’t validate if their 

problem exists with 

users. 

Stated problem 

validation is hard with 

only interviews. People 

tend not to discuss the 

real problem. 

- Their ambassador 

directed them to 

their problem. 

Didn’t use an 

approach to validate 

their problem. 

- 

D
iv

e
rg

e
n
c
e

 S
o

lu
ti
o
n

 S
p

a
c
e
 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
 

- 

 

 

- - Already had a broad idea 

that guided them in the 

exploration of solutions. 

Kept all possibilities open 

within this frame 

- - Sparred with people 

around on possible 

solutions. 

 

N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

Didn’t use any deliberate 

process to explore different 

solution possibilities 

Didn’t use any 

deliberate process to 

explore different 

solution possibilities 

Didn’t use any 

deliberate process to 

explore different 

solution possibilities 

Didn’t use any deliberate 

process to explore 

different solution 

possibilities 

- Didn’t use any 

deliberate process to 

explore different 

solution possibilities.  

Mainly brainstormed in 

short informal sessions, 

didn’t have a deliberate 

process to brainstorm. 

C
o

n
v
e
rg

e
n
c
e
 S

o
lu

ti
o

n
 S

p
a
c
e
 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
 

- Started from a high-

level idea, by 

exchanging ideas with 

stakeholders they 

acquired more focus for 

their solution 

 

Had a clear goal as 

solution. Presented this 

to colleagues to verify 

which features are 

important. 

 

Had a clear goal as 

solution. Presented this to 

colleagues to verify which 

features are important. 

Asked broad questions at 

the start en went deeper 

from there. 

Used a demo to 

show people the 

potential, create a 

more tangible 

solution, and used 

feedback to 

choose features. 

- - 
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N
e

g
a
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v
e
 

Had difficulties to make 

their solution tangible. 

Had difficulties to make 

their solution tangible. 

 

- - - - Had difficulties to make 

their solution tangible. 

Found it hard to show 

people their solution. 

T
o

o
ls

 a
n
d

 S
u

p
p

o
rt

 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
 

The support of the coach 

was experienced as helpful: 

making solution tangible. 

Workshops were good 

balanced by using 

digital and in person 

applications. Found it 

very valuable to learn 

from other people’s 

mistakes in the 

workshops. Coach 

helped them with 

networking. 

Workshops helped very 

well with support, 

especially the pitch 

workshop who helped a 

lot of participants. 

 

The usage of tools when 

teams require support is 

good. The coach support 

was helpful to make 

solution more tangible, 

and for supporting in 

structure of the phase.  

The coach was 

helpful to support 

in the structure of 

the phase. The 

workshops were 

valuable as they 

led to new insights 

Usage of tools was 

valuable as support, 

and to make it clear 

what is expected of 

the team. Ideation 

workshop was 

helpful, and fun to do. 

Tools to think outside the 

box was very helpful in 

the ideation workshop. 

Support coach was 

helpful, especially as 

sparring partner on the 

innovation. 

N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

- The tools were not 

specified to the need of 

the teams. Also, would 

prefer shift in coaches 

to get new insights. 

If tools are provided do 

not send them in a 

group email, they get 

buried in the crowd. 

The goal of the tools was 

not always clear and 

should be flexible in 

usage. 

- Required more 

support by coach or 

tools. Suggests 

offering more support 

to unexperienced 

employees. 

The support was send by 

email. They would prefer 

another way, because 

they missed it, or it was 

too late. More tools like 

the ideation phase would 

be helpful. 

C
o

lla
b

o
ra

ti
o
n
 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
 

Had two ambassadors with 

different backgrounds 

which provided different 

perspectives. Utilized them 

to find people to work with 

like users and experts.  

Collaborated with team, 

two ambassadors one 

specifically focused on 

their subject, and 

several experts in the 

field.  

Collaborated with team, 

an ambassador 

specifically focused on 

their subject, and a 

board of advisors. They 

all felt the need for the 

innovation so were 

easy accessible. 

Collaboration with other 

teams was very valuable 

(mostly practical), 

learning from others. 

Utilized two ambassadors 

from different service 

lines. 

Collaborated with 

team, ambassador, 

experts. 

 

Collaborated with 

team, ambassador, 

experts. 

 

Collaborated with team, 

ambassador, experts. 

Collaborates with experts 

around them who are 

continuously involved part 

time. 
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N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

- Missed someone with 

marketing experience in 

the team. 

Would prefer more 

collaboration between 

participating teams. 

The collaboration with 

other teams was mainly in 

a big group, would like to 

work together directly 

more. 

- Missed someone with 

a technology 

background in the 

team. 

- 
U

s
e

r 
In

v
o

lv
e
m

e
n
t 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
 

Was hard for them to 

identify the end user, so 

used a structured way to 

identify the right user to 

involve. Defined problem to 

work on by close 

involvement of external 

users.  

 Used a structured way 

to identify the right user 

to involve. Created a 

committed relation with 

the user for future 

collaboration. Indicated 

to only do this when 

progress is made, not 

randomly. 

Used a structured way to 

identify the right user to 

involve. Registered 

insights gained from 

users directly and 

recommended to 

immediately act on it. 

Was easy for them to 

contact user as they were 

colleagues. 

Utilized user in the 

validation of the 

problem. 

 

Utilized user in the 

validation of the 

problem. Was easy 

for them to contact 

users as they were 

colleagues. 

 

Identified user before 

involving them. Created a 

committed relation with 

the user for future 

collaboration. During the 

process the user became 

more detailed. It is 

mentioned the user is the 

most valuable input for 

the innovation. 

N
e

g
a

ti
v
e
 

- Mentioned their solution 

was to abstract to 

already involve users, 

so they didn’t. Stated 

they didn’t expect any 

value from the user if 

involved in the process. 

- - Didn’t identify the 

user for their 

innovation. Mainly 

used ambassador 

for validation. 

Didn’t identify the 

user, mainly used 

colleagues they 

already knew. Stated 

they didn’t get new 

insights from their 

involvement. 

- 

C
o

n
n

e
c
ti
o

n
 

B
u

s
in

e
s
s
 m

o
d
e

l 

P
o

s
it
iv

e
 

The first workshop (lean 

canvas) in the concept 

phase was a good start. 

- The business model 

provides a good 

overview of the whole 

innovation and what we 

did. 

- - - - 
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Participant A: “What we did in the first

place is on basis of our own knowledge

do research into the market, and see

what are the problems”

4.2.1 Divergence problem space 

During the ideation phase participants must define a problem they want to solve. To begin 

with, participants brainstorm on the problem in the first workshop. Subsequently, the problem 

must be validated with the user by utilizing interview techniques. The focus lies on extracting 

validating statements for the problem defined in the workshop. Finally, the market and the 

competitors are analysed regarding the problem.  

In fact, doing market research at the end of the phase does not seem to be the most effective 

approach. Multiple teams have already started to utilize different research approaches to 

explore the problem space at the beginning of 

the phase. A combination of market research, 

interviews with experts and users, and literature 

was used by teams before validating the 

problem. This seems to be especially the case 

when teams were pursuing an externally focused innovation, presumably to overcome the 

higher uncertainty of operating behind company borders. The brainstorm session in the first 

workshop didn’t provide enough information on the problem space for them. On the contrary, 

internally focused teams didn’t mention using 

any deliberate exploration method for their 

problem. They probably were more acquainted 

to the operating space and had lesser need for 

exploration. Consequently, multiple internal 

teams mentioned to not have explored any other problems than they initially defined in the 

first workshop. Surprisingly, several interviewees mentioned to have started with a solution 

idea and connect a problem to it. These teams were both internally and externally focused. 

4.2.2 Convergence problem space 

The main convergent approach for the problem space provided to the participants was 

validating the problem by interviewing the user, which is specified as a main deliverable of 

the ideation phase. Every team mentioned they 

validated the problem with the user in different 

degrees. Some validated the problem by 

interviewing only their colleagues, other teams 

utilized a more structured approach, involving 

identified users and experts, and deliberately defining a problem statement. Overall, the 

experienced teams mentioned using a more deliberate approach to validation e.g. making 

notes on every interview and creating relationships between interview outcomes supporting 

Participant B: “Doing research on the

market gives clear guidance in the

early stages, especially if something is

relevant, or a profit can be made”.

Participant F: “We just had a chat with

colleagues around us, what are you

doing, have you ever experienced this

problem?”
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their assumptions. Yet, some interviewees mentioned the validation of the problem cannot be 

achieved by only interviewing users. As participant C suggested, people are poor at 

admitting making mistakes, and therefore extra techniques are needed to support the 

validation. 

In the process teams must validate the problem they assumed important. They utilize open 

interviews to talk to users, experts, and other stakeholders. This method is characterized by 

the facilitators as a convergent approach to 

retrieve a problem statement that is tested with 

the user. Although, this approach is used in many 

cases to explore problems user experienced and 

could be defined as a divergent approach to 

exploration of problems. 

4.2.3 Divergence solution space 

At the selection day the teams had to present a solution. However, methods or tools were not 

provided to develop a solution other than the brainstorm session at the first workshop. This is 

especially clear considering divergent approaches, where interviewees could not mention a 

deliberate approach to the exploration of the solution space. This means teams have limited 

themselves to the first brainstorm session, which is rather minimal. Consequently, multiple 

teams have presented the same solution as developed in the first workshop. Although, one 

would expect the solution would have changed quite a bit during the eight weeks. 

Remarkably, in the next phase participants are again not provided with a deliberate 

exploration approach for a solution.  

4.2.4 Convergence solution space 

Several teams prove to apply a process to converge to an appropriate solution. They have 

presented their solution to colleagues or made a demo to show people the potential solution 

and acquire feedback to define features. Even 

so, teams also mentioned it was hard to define a 

tangible solution in this phase. Several teams 

didn’t discuss their solution until the selection 

day as it was hard to present an unfinished 

concept for teams. 

 

 

Participant C: “People don’t admit they

make mistakes, they mainly say there

is a problem with the process. I

researched tiresome the output
documents to validate the underlying

problem”

Participant E: “We made a demo to

support the text visually, so people

would get a feeling for the solution,

make it tangible for them”
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4.2.5 Collaboration 

The collaboration by teams, with stakeholders 

from their environment, was high throughout the 

ideation phase. They have worked together with 

an ambassador(s), experts, and people 

associated to the program to develop their 

innovation. This seems to be one of the strengths of development within a big organization, 

where a great deal of people can be enlisted for support. For instance, the ambassador 

provides experience and decision power. 

Furthermore, experts are accessible who 

possess experience in a wide variety of topics. 

Finally, teams are supported by people 

experienced in innovation associated to the 

program like the facilitators, coaches, previous- 

and current participants. The collaboration was encouraged during the entire ideation phase. 

Consequently, all participants mentioned to have collaborated extensively with others. Some 

benefits that were mentioned specifically are: utilizing different perspectives, receiving 

practical assistance, and supported networking capabilities.  

Nonetheless, some limitations were discussed. The main elements participants have 

experienced as negative was not finding a complete team, and they would have preferred to 

work together in closer relationship with the other participating teams. All in all, the 

collaboration between the stakeholders during the ideation phase was high. 

4.2.6 Tools and support 

During the ideation phase teams were supported in their development by a coach, tools 

associated to the deliverables, and workshops. In general, most teams experienced the 

support from a coach as beneficial to their 

progress including support on practical needs, 

as a sparring partner for ideas, and networking 

purposes. However, interviewee F mentioned 

that the support for unexperienced participants was limited, suggesting more support from a 

coach when participants are new to the company. Additionally, interviewee B suggested a 

switch between coaches during the phase to encourage sharing the different perspectives 

from the coaches. 

Participant F: “So for someone who

just works here, I believe they should

get more support, or at least offered”

Participant B: “Working together with

other teams was very positive, learning

from others mistakes, everyone will
probablymake the same mistakes”

Participant A: “We had two

ambassadors, who support what we

are doing, one looks from a risk

perspective, and the other from a
finance perspective, both provided new

insights for us”
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The workshops were provided either in person 

or digital, and as participant B mentioned, a 

good balance should be pursued to 

accommodate the limited time of participants. 

The first workshop (ideation workshop) was 

experienced as very valuable. The participants follow a brainstorm session where they 

develop a first problem and solution. It is mentioned by interviewee G that the tools provided 

in this workshop supported them to think outside the box, which supported them to think 

bigger. Likewise, interviewee E mentions that this workshop provided valuable insights for 

their innovation. As such, it was suggested to provide more of the same tools as applied in 

the workshop for the succeeding process. 

During the ideation phase tools were provided as support for the deliverables. Interviewee F 

mentions the usage of tools made it clear what is expected from the participants. Whereas 

interviewee D argued that the usage of tools is 

beneficial when participant require extra support. 

Nevertheless, several limitations of the provided 

tools were mentioned: [1] the goal of the tools 

was not always clear; [2] the tools were not 

specified to the need of the teams; [3] and sending tools by mail some missed them entirely, 

or they were too late for usage. Besides, more tools were required by interviewee F and G, 

specifically mentioning tools as applied in the first workshop e.g. trend analysis to think 

outside the box. 

4.2.7 User involvement 

It was expected from the teams to validate their problem with the end user by applying 

interviews. Hence, an interview guide and a video explaining the right interview technique 

was provided to the participants. Otherwise, approaches to identify the user or utilizing the 

outcome of the interviews were not presented. 

Although the interview technique is presented as 

a method to validate the problem, multiple teams 

also utilized it to explore the problem space with 

potential users. Nevertheless, there is no 

deliberate process on the approach participants 

should follow to involve the user e.g. how to 

identify the user, or the quality of the outcome from any contacts. The tools that are provided 

to the teams are rather limited in supporting a deliberate process.  

Participant G: “Because of the trend

analysis I automatically began to think

outside the box, and I am sure that a

lot of people within EY need that, to
think bigger”

Participant C: “Within EY you get a lot

of emails which sometimes get buried

in the pile, especially when it is send

as a group message”.

Participant C: “We interviewed a mixed

group of 20 people spread over the

ranks, from intern until partner,

eventually we identified everyone
beneath manager had the same

problem, so we focused on them”
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Four interviewees, three of them with experienced teams, mentioned to have an intentional 

approach to identify which user to involve. They utilized a process to determine which user 

could be valuable to involve at the beginning of the ideation phase e.g. participant C who 

performed 20 open interviews. Consequently, these interviewees mentioned a higher 

involvement of the user in their process. For example: creating a committed relation with the 

user for future work, close involvement of the user in the definition of the problem, and 

immediately acting on insights gained from the user. On the contrary, the interviewees 

lacking an approach to identify the user, limited themselves primarily to familiar people. As a 

result, they didn’t get any new insights or didn’t expected to create any value by involving the 

user.  

4.2.8 Utilizing the Business Model 

When teams progress to the following phase they are introduced to a business model canvas 

at the start, in this case the lean canvas by Maurya (2012). By utilizing the outcome of the 

ideation phase, they create a first version. Subsequently, the lean start-up principles are 

introduced for the succeeding development phases of the start-up. Although not discussed 

extensively in the interviews, it is communicated that this approach was a good connection 

between the phases, initiating a good start by providing the lean canvas as overview for the 

output of the ideation phase. 

4.3 Summary 

All in all, the current ideation phase lacks a structured approach. Instead, teams are provided 

with a series of emails without guiding them through the process. Consequently, there are 

significant differences between the approaches teams follow. For example, experienced 

teams tend to identify their user before involvement and thus had a better involvement with 

the user. Though, other teams probably would profit if they were provided the tools to 

achieve the same. Additionally, the process emerged without following a utilized 

methodology. As such, the deliverables are not optimal due to the order of the process and 

some aspects seem to be missing. For instance, the lack of any techniques to explore 

solution possibilities however a deliverable. Likewise, the market research that is asked for in 

a later stage of the ideation phase, but multiple teams felt the need to apply it on their own 

accord at the start. Nonetheless, multiple positive approaches like problem validation, 

utilizing interview techniques, the support by the coach, and encouragement to collaborate 

are present. To sum up, the outcome of the analysis was discussed with the facilitators of the 

program for validation. The essential outcomes were deliberated and are presented in Table 

7. Subsequently, by connecting the outcomes of both the case and literature study a more 
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preferred situation is presented in Figure 18. The process overview was used as input for 

designing the solution. 

Table 7: Limitations and advantages current ideation phase (“as-is” situation) 

Ideation phase

Theme Limitations Advantages

Problem 

space

• The exploration methods are 

presented at the end of the phase. As 
such, not all teams utilized these 

methods.

• No coherent approach to exploration 
and definition of problem.

• Several teams limit themselves to the 
problem from ideation workshop.

• Multiple exploration methods are 

utilized in the problem space.
• Problem validation by doing 

interviews with the user.

• The use of an interview supported by 
explanation how to do it.

Solutions 

space

• The ideation phase lacks a deliberate 

approach to the exploration and 
definition of the solution.

• Teams find it hard to develop a 

tangible solution.

• Team apply convergent approaches 

to develop a solution.

Collaboration • Creating a complete team, and 

working together with other teams, 
was experienced as not completely 

effective.

• Teams collaborate extensively with 

different stakeholders: ambassador, 
team, experts, users, coach.

• Collaboration involved creating 

different perspectives, networking, 
practical assistance. 

Tools and 

support

• Communication of the tools on weekly 

basis by email.
• Tools not specified to the needs of 

the teams.

• Objective tools was not clear
• Quantity tools

• Workshops, especially the ideation 

workshop.
• Coach support.

• Tools to support the deliverables.

User 

involvement

• No deliberate approach to 

identification of the user,.
• Several teams didn’t involve user, or 

didn't acquire insights.

• No approach to develop conclusions 
from the user involvement.

• Multiple teams involve the user 

considerably.
• Structured approach to the 

identification of the user.

• User provides insights
• Commitment user in the process

• Validation with user

Business 

model

• The lean canvas seems to be a good 

transition tool
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Business

Model

Minimum 

Viable 

Product

Customer 

Development

Measure

Learn

Build

Define 

User

Define 

Problem

Define 

Solution 

Attributes

Explore 

Environment

Explore 

Problem

Explore 

Solution

Collaboration: Team, Ambassador, Experts 

Tools and Support: Coach, Tools

Mean of 

transferring 

knowledge

Convergent 

and 

Divergent 

approaches

User Identification and Involvement

Design thinking methodology Lean start-up approach

Selection 

day

Ideation phase Concept phase

 

Figure 18: Process preferred situation (based on combination of analysis and literature study). 

The blue parts refer to the themes discussed in the literature supported by the research-

based principles. Each box represents where the research-based principles are active. For 

instance, collaboration is shown beneath all white boxes meaning it is associated to all 

activities in the ideation phase.  

The white boxes represent the preferred situation considering the limitations and 

advantages. Each box defines the high-level activities of the process applied from the design 

thinking methodology. The process serves as input for the design solution, supported by the 

research-based principles for more specific development information. 

The purple box represents the usage of the business model as transition between the two 

methodologies acting as a mean to transfer knowledge from the outcome of the ideation 

phase to the concept phase. The red boxes merely provide an abstract process indicating 

the usage of the lean start-up approach. 
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5 Solution Design 

In this chapter the process of designing the solution is explained. Subsequently, the design 

requirements are discussed. Finally, the design solution is explained, and its expected 

benefits are presented with an impact model.  

5.1 Design process 

During the design process three activities took place to develop the eventual solution. First, 

the researcher has participated in a project for inspiration. The project consisted of following 

a process from exploration of a problem until generation of solution concepts in one 

afternoon. During the process both design thinking, and lean start-up principles were utilized. 

Participating in this project provided insights in how a company utilizes the principles in 

practice as inspiration for a first design. Second, multiple sessions have been carried out with 

the facilitators of the program to brainstorm on ideas and to receive feedback on the solution. 

Finally, an expert is consulted on the final solution for validation and feedback (see Table 8). 

Table 8: Design Process Activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design process

Activity Process Outcome

Inspiration by 

experiencing a project 
provided by a company* 

utilizing both 

methodologies.

The researcher followed a project 

utilizing design thinking, and lean 
start-up. Also, a discussion is held 

with the instructor. This resulted in 

input for the design requirements and 
design solution.

First iteration design requirements.

First iteration on design solution

Presenting the outcome 

of the first activity to the 
facilitators of the 

program, and 

discussion

The researcher presented the first 

iteration of the design requirements, 
and design solution to the company. 

This resulted in a feedback used as 

input to make adjustments.

Final design requirements

Second iteration design solution

Presenting the 

adjustments from 
activity two to the 

facilitators of the 

program, and 
discussion

The researcher presented the 

second iteration of the design 
solution to the company. This 

resulted in a feedback used as input 

to make adjustments.

Third iteration design solution

Consulting on the 

applicability of the 
design principles, and 

design solution process 

with an expert**

The design principles and design 

solution were discussed in an expert 
meeting.

Notes from the feedback

Notes on input design 

principles

During the steps notes were made 

that had influence on the design 
principles.

The outcome of the insights 

*The company providing the project is Peoplehouse (see https://www.people-house.nl/2030-thinking/)

** The expert in this case was dr. M.M.A.H. Cloodt of the ITEM department at the TU/e (see 
https://www.item-eindhoven.nl/dr-m-m-a-h-cloodt.html?view=tabs).
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Before the start of the design process several concepts were contemplated as possible 

solution e.g. a workshop, a coach guide, or user guide. By discussing the possibilities with 

the facilitators, the choice has been made to develop a user guide as preferred solution with 

the following decision criteria: 

Flexibility: The current process is provided in weekly emails. This approach demands teams 

to follow the weekly planning. Consequently, teams cannot divide work or plan activities to 

their needs. Instead, the solution should provide an overview of the entire ideation phase at 

the start. A flexible way of working should be pursued by providing manageable parts that 

support teams to plan their activities. Additionally, by dividing the process in parts, teams can 

use approaches that fit their need, and creates a possibility for the coaches to follow the 

progress made by the teams. 

Coach: In the ideation phase a lot of people join the program, from different locations around 

the Netherlands, which puts a strain on the possibility for coaches to meet with the teams. 

The design should provide a go-to-guide for information, only requiring a coach meeting 

when necessary, keeping the meetings efficient.  

Applicability: The solution must be implemented in the current process. The design should 

complement the current approach by providing a solution to the limitations of the ideation 

phase. Additionally, the coaching sessions and workshops have an effective approach in the 

current situation. Therefore, the solution has the most effect when applied supporting the 

participants in the program. Additionally, the design should be flexible as the need of the 

teams differ to make it possible for teams to complete parts of the process separately. 
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Design requirements

Categories Requirements

Functional requirements The design should improve the exploration of the problem space

The design should improve the problem definition process

The design should improve the exploration of the solution space

The design should improve the determination of solution attributes

The design should support the identification and involvement of

users

The outcome of the design should be applicable for the lean

canvas

The design should be supported by tools to complete the

deliverables

The design should effectively guide the participants through the

ideation phase

User requirements First time users must be able to manage the design

The design should be to the point only providing relevant

information.

Boundary conditions The design must be implemented in the current process.

Design restrictions The design should be flexible in usage, modular design (sometimes

not every step has to be completed)

The design should be applicable for innovations focused within the

company boundaries (internal), and outside the company

boundaries (external).

The design should take into account the limited time of the

participants during the ideation phase.

5.2 Design Requirements 

The design requirements were first developed considering the results of the research. In 

collaboration with the facilitators, by discussion in a meeting, the specific requirements were 

created and are presented in Table 9. Since the participants of the program will be the users 

of the design, the user requirements have been specified according to them. How the design 

meets the requirements is discussed with an impact model in the next paragraphs. 

 

Table 9: Design requirements 
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5.3 Solution design 

Following the insights acquired during the design process a solution was developed. The 

design, as shown in Appendix F, is a tool that guides the participants through the full process 

of the ideation phase. The tool is a PowerPoint presentation utilized as mock-up for the 

demonstration of the design to both the facilitators and the expert. The tool starts with a 

welcome page which contains the steps of the process. From there it is possible to navigate 

to each specific step which are presented on a unique page. Every page is supported by 

clickable action buttons which directs to associated tools and videos from the design thinking 

methodology. The tools are shown in Appendix G, in addition with practical illustrations 

provided by design thinking proponents who provide a wide array of supporting tools. The 

design is developed considering the process as discussed in the previous chapter and is 

shown as an overview in Figure 19. 

Welcome page

1. Find 
ambassador 

and team 

2. Explore
problem

3. Define
problem

4. Explore
solution

5. Define
solution

6. Overview 
steps

Analyse user

Analyse 
environment

Mapping 
outcomes

Frame problem

Problem 
validation with 
user

Visualize 
outcome

Brainstorm 
ideas (quantity)

Go beyond the 
obvious

Create 
relationships

Rank your 
ideas

Define solution 
attributes

Present your
innovation

All steps

Tips

Importance 
team

Experience 
previous 
participants

 

Figure 19: Overview design: boxes are sections, and diamonds are parts. 

Each white box represents a page within the tool that is a section of the process a participant 

goes through in the ideation phase. The diamond shapes represent the different parts within 

the process sections that are linked to tools that support the completion of each step. For 

instance, the problem exploration is a section of the process containing tools to analyse the 

user, environment, and map the outcomes of these parts. By completing each of the parts, a 

full exploration of the problem space is pursued. 

The design is different from the “as-is” situation by providing all the information needed by 

participants for the development process at the start of the ideation phase. As such, the use 

of the design is more flexible for teams as they can plan to execute the deliverables. It 

provides a deliberate approach from exploration of the problem until the definition of solution 
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attributes instead of loose elements, creating a process each participant can follow with tools 

that support the intentional utilization of the deliverables. 

5.3.1 Support by design principles 

In this section it is elaborated how the design solution acknowledges the design principles. 

The following table contains a description of the manner each design principle recurs in the 

design solution.  

Table 10: Design solution connection to design principles 

Design solution

Design principle Connection with the design solution

Divergent and 

convergent approaches

The process of the ideation phase consists of two divergent approaches 

(exploration of problem and solution), and two convergent approaches (problem 

and solution definition) presented as sections. Each section includes an 

explanation that describes the goal and the necessary deliverables on the left side 

of the page in the design. On the right side a process is presented with linked tools 

(see tools and support). The process from each section is combined and presented 

as an overview in the last section. 

Tools and support The approaches are further divided in manageable parts which can be applied 

according to the need of the user. Each part is supported by a tool connected to the 

design thinking methodology. By applying the connected tools to each section a 

more desired outcome is expected from the deliverables.

Although important for the whole process, the support by a coach, and workshops 

are not included extensively in the design. It is only incorporated in the last section 

where tips are provided on this subject. This is done because the current approach 

to coaching and workshops is suitable and not a focus for the design. 

User identification and 

involvement

User identification and involvement doesn’t have an own section, but rather is 

incorporated in the different parts. It starts by understanding the environment of the 

innovation. Subsequently, a deliberate process for the identification of the user is 

provided. In the rest of the process it is encouraged to include the user in the 

process  e.g. with the problem validation and the presentation of the solution 

attributes.

Collaboration Since the collaboration is already on a high level within the current process the 

input of this design principle is limited. Nevertheless, a section is provided for the 

collaboration with a team, and an ambassador. This is done as these are fixed 

deliverables for the ideation phase. 

Business model The business model acts as the means to transfer knowledge to the next phase. 

Although not specifically mentioned in the design, the outcome of the process are 

able to be implemented in the lean canvas. If the full process is finished, five out of 

the 9 parts of the lean canvas could be filled in at the start of the concept phase 

(problem, solution, unique value proposition, unfair advantage, and customer 

segments). 
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5.3.2 Expected benefits 

The tool functions as a deliberate process participant of the program can follow. It provides 

an outline of the expectations of the ideation phase, the deliverables, and tools to support 

finishing them. Participants can track their progress and make deliberate decisions 

accordingly e.g. the division of labour, and the planning of deliverables. If the design is 

implemented the following impact is expected (see Figure 20).  
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Figure 20: Impact model solution design 
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5.4 Evaluation 

The implementation of the design solution was beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, 

the design was evaluated by two different approaches. First, an evaluation took place with 

the facilitators of the program in a meeting where the design was presented. Second, an 

expert was informed on the applicability of the design. Both supported the feasibility of the 

design and multiple suggestions were discussed:  

A solution concept is expected as outcome of the ideation phase. Although, in the concept 

phase an approach exists to develop the solution in detail by utilizing the minimum viable 

product so the solution will be adjusted considerably. Consequently, the solution concept is 

of lesser importance as outcome and only a first draft should be pursued. It is more effective 

to define the attributes the solution should support, rather than being fully specified. On the 

other hand, the exploration of the solution is seen as valuable for the ideation phase. 

Exploring different ideas for the solution provides opportunities to fall back on those ideas, or 

create new relationships, which can be used in the succeeding development process e.g. 

when the tested hypotheses are rejected on a solution utilizing the lean start-up approach, a 

participant can pivot to another solution. 

An essential outcome of the ideation phase should be a defined problem by understanding 

the environment and the users. The connection of a well-defined problem with a thorough 

understanding of the user creates a relevant innovation and therefore increases the 

probability of success. Therefore, it is important to provide an approach to identify which user 

will yield the most value and focus on them. Committing these users provides valuable 

feedback and can be used in the succeeding development phases e.g. providing feedback 

on the minimum viable product.  

Utilizing the business model as means to transfer knowledge is an appropriate approach. By 

finishing the ideation phase five out of nine sections of the lean canvas can be finished, 

hypotheses defined, and tested with the lean start-up approach accordingly. Additionally, it is 

stated the value proposition should be defined in the ideation phase. This will create a short 

section to show the innovation will be relevant and can be used to select teams that may 

progress to the concept phase instead of a defined solution. 
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6 Design principles synthesis 

The design principles are synthesized and presented in this chapter. On a continuous basis 

the insight developed by the case study, literature study, and the solution design have been 

combined to develop the final design principles, see Table 11. 

Table 11: Final design principles 

Design principles 1 (C) When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an 

internal corporate venturing process based on the lean start-up 

approach, (I) a process should be implemented to explore the 

problem, user, and solution possibilities; to define the problem 

including validation with the user; and to define the solution 

attributes, (M) this encourages challenging and reformulating of the 

problem and solution space, and supports learning and discovery of 

new relationships, (O) which will improve the in-depth knowledge of 

the innovation environment, the user, and increases the possibility to 

generate relevant ideas that go beyond the existing applications of 

the company. 

Design principles 2 (C) When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an 

internal corporate venturing process based on the lean start-up 

approach, (I) a user guide consisting of a visual tool to structure the 

process, supported by tools related to the most important 

deliverables, assisted by a coach, workshops, and an overview of the 

whole process should be implemented from the start, (M) which 

supports participants in utilizing the methodology applying a 

deliberate approach during the ideation phase, (O) increasing the 

likelihood the methods are used effective, generate desired 

outcomes, and provides an approach to plan the deliverables in a 

flexible way. 

Design principles 3 (C) When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an 

internal corporate venturing program based on the lean start-up 

approach, (I) a collaborative working style should be encouraged by 

involving users, team members, senior management, experts, 

coaches, previous participants, and people connected to the program 

(M) which promotes using different perspectives supporting 

inspiration, empowers tackling complex problems, support on 

practical issues and networking capabilities, and creates awareness 

of the innovation (O) which will improve the likelihood of an 

innovation being relevant and will be accepted by the company. 

Design principles 4 (C) When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an 

internal corporate venturing program based on the lean start-up 

approach, (I) the identification and involvement of lead and extreme 

users should be encouraged to understand the latent needs and 

problems; especially in the exploration of the problem space, the 
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definition of the problem by validation, the exploration of relevant 

solutions, and to commit the user for collaboration in succeeding 

development phases, (M) which improves discovery and learning in 

an uncertain market, provides a relevant problem and solution, and 

creates balance in desirability together with technical feasibility and 

economic viability, (O) which increases the likelihood of a positive 

impact on the commercial attractiveness of the innovation, and 

involving the right user in succeeding development phases. 

Design principles 5 (C) When implementing design thinking in the ideation phase of an 

internal corporate venturing program based on the lean start-up 

approach, (I) the lean canvas should be applied as mean to transfer 

knowledge to the succeeding development phases where the 

ideation phase provides input for the solution, problem, customer 

segments, unfair advantage and the unique value proposition, (M) 

which creates a convergence point for the methodologies, a way to 

visualize key data outcomes from the ideation phase in a coherent 

manner, and a way to assess the progress of a project at a selection 

point, particularly the unique value proposition as a way to asses 

teams, (O) this will improve the effective integration of both 

methodologies, increases the likelihood for implementation in the 

same innovation process, and a way to judge teams on equal terms. 
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7 Conclusion and recommendations 

In this final chapter a discussion is presented on the outcome of this thesis. First, this chapter 

will discuss the conclusion by answering the research questions. Subsequently, the 

theoretical and managerial implications are described. Finally, the research limitations are 

discussed and recommendations for future research are presented. 

7.1 Conclusion 

This thesis sets out to answer the following research question: “How can the ideation phase 

of an internal corporate venturing program, based on the lean start-up approach, be 

optimized through the application of the design thinking methodology?”. To answer this 

question four sub-questions have been defined which are addressed in a concise matter 

below.  

 

How does an internal corporate venturing program leveraging the lean start-up approach look 

like?  

An internal corporate venturing process typically is conceptualized as a stage model that 

describes the evolution of a venture and emphasizes the sequential aspects of the 

development process (Burgelman, 1983). As such, internal venturing programs generally 

apply go/no-go points based on the stage gate model of Cooper (1990). These points exist to 

determine if ventures made enough progress to continue to succeeding development 

phases. In this case the company introduced a process consisting of four development 

phases (ideation/concept/start-up/scale-up) enforced by three go/no-go points to develop 

ventures, or internal start-ups. To support the process the lean start-up is utilized as 

methodology for the development phases.  

 

A process utilizing the lean start-up approach starts by preparing a business model based on 

assumptions. These assumptions are transformed into falsifiable hypotheses which are 

tested, by introducing a minimum viable product, with users (Eisenmann et al., 2011). 

However, the approach presumes that a vision is present to formulate the assumptions due 

to fact it being developed with the focus on application within individual start-ups, where the 

founders typically already obtained a vision before the creation of a start-up (Edison et al., 

2018). The vision represents the problem an entrepreneur attempts to solve, knowledge on 

the innovation environment, and the subsequent solution concept that provides the 

foundation of the start-up (Eisenmann et al., 2011).  
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In the case of an internal corporate venturing program employees generally start without a 

fully developed vision, and therefore a process is necessary to generate one. For example, 

Breuer (2013) argues for an exploration phase were teams create a shared and holistic 

vision. In like matter, Burgelman (1983) argues for a definition phase through which new 

business will be defined. This can also be seen in the case of EY were employees typically 

join the program without knowledge on creating an internal start-up. As a result, teams 

generally must discover a problem they want to solve, explore the environment, and develop 

a solution. To support them in the development, an ideation phase was introduced before 

exercising the lean start-up approach. Indeed, the lean start-up principles are first applied in 

the concept phase such as the minimum viable product and the business model as defined 

by Ries (2011). A selection day acts as the transition between the phases, were teams are 

judged for advancement to next phase.  

 

To sum up, an ICV program consist of sequential development phases divided by go/no-go 

moments. When the lean start-up is leveraged as methodology for such a program, a 

preceding phase needs to be implemented before the principles of the method can be 

executed. In this case it’s called the ideation phase where the problem and solution are 

defined. This phase is followed by the concept phase, divided by a go/no-go moment, where 

lean start-up principles are first discussed. 

 

What are the limitations of an internal corporate venturing process leveraging the lean start-

up approach? 

As discussed, an internal corporate venturing program requires an ideation phase to support 

their employees in the development of a vision. Leveraging only the lean start-up approach in 

such a program will inevitably prove limitations will exist. This is supported by utilizing both a 

literature and a case study. In the literature multiple limitations are argued to exist. First, 

companies leveraging the lean start-up approach struggle to find the right problem and 

involve the wrong user in their development process (Koen, 2015). Second, the techniques 

mentioned in the lean start-up approach are focused on quantitative methods. Subsequently, 

qualitative exploration methods are lacking (Mueller & Thoring, 2012). Third, the method 

lacks and approach to the exploration of ideas and finding a solution concept by utilizing 

connections between ideas (Eisenmann et al., 2011). All in all, the lean start-up approach 

provides practical methods to test business model hypotheses applying quantitative 

techniques and puts less focus on the generation of the hypotheses. The essential activity is 

turning an idea into a product for the start-up, not discovering that idea in the first place. 
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Second, the limitations of a lean based internal corporate venturing program have been 

analysed in a case study. As such, multiple limitations were discovered. The current ideation 

phase is not optimally organized according to a deliberate process that connects with the 

succeeding development phases. Consequently, the process is not efficient by lacking key 

elements, a wrong sequence partially due to the weekly updates, and limited support by 

tools. To demonstrate, the current situation lacks an exploration approach for the solution 

concept. Furthermore, the exploration of the problem is a requirement at the end of the 

phase but is applied by teams at the start. Finally, only an interview technique is supported in 

detail. This limits the process when implemented in an internal venturing program, where 

typically unexperienced employees with regards to setting up a start-up, join the program. 

They require a tangible approach developing the problem and solution space and understand 

the environment. Important to realize, multiple elements of the current situation are positive 

that support the design thinking methodology. For instance, the collaboration of participating 

teams with different stakeholder is high, and coach support is present. 

 

How can design thinking enhance a lean based internal corporate venturing program? 

Considering the limitations of applying the lean start-up approach in an internal corporate 

venturing process, the approach should be complemented with an additional methodology. 

By doing an extensive literature research the design thinking methodology was indicated as 

an appropriate method. First, due to the fact multiple elements of the design thinking method 

were already applied in the current situation to a certain extent (e.g. user involvement and 

collaboration). Second, the defined limitations were possible to be mitigated by design 

thinking concepts. Third, the possibility to connect both methods with each other by utilizing 

the business model and the selection day as transition point. 

By combining the results with the main limitations discovered in the analysis a preferred 

process model was created (see Figure 18). Subsequently, a solution design was 

constructed to test the potential of these outcomes. As such, the design thinking approach 

can enhance the lean based internal corporate venturing program in the following way: 

1. Design thinking provides a user centred approach to problem solving. At the heart of 

the approach lies understanding the user which fuels all subsequent work. Involving 

the user in the development process is especially relevant when uncertainty is high. 

Likewise, the method encourages collaboration with other relevant stakeholders to 

understand the full context from different perspectives. 

2. Design thinking is particularly useful in addressing situations where both problem and 

solution are unknown in the outset of an innovation process. A large part of the 

activities is based on exploring and shaping the problem and solution by utilizing 
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techniques like market and trend analysis (exploring problem), and brainstorm 

techniques like inspiration cards and brainstorm rules (exploring solution). 

3. Design thinking challenges making judgements prematurely i.e. exploring 

environment first. Utilizing techniques (e.g. integrative thinking, and empathy maps) 

that encourage divergent and convergent practices supports the development of 

creative ideas that are desirable and relevant. 

4. Design thinking applies design approaches in the business world. The proponents of 

the methodology developed a wide array of tools (see Appendix G) that support the 

approaches. Hence, it is flexible to implement in practice and it is possible to 

implement elements to a varying degree in an innovation process. 

 

How can the design thinking methodology be implemented in the internal corporate venturing 

program of EY? 

To implement the design principles in the current situation a user guide was proposed. The 

participants of the program normally are not experienced in innovation. Therefore, the guide 

was developed to instruct the participants on the process they should follow. It contains an 

explanation on every step and is supported by practical tools they can apply. Additionally, the 

participants are supported by coaching and are encouraged to collaborate within a team, with 

senior management, and other stakeholders. The program consists of several phases 

divided by selection points. The business model acts like a mean of transferring knowledge 

generated from the design thinking method to the next phase leveraging the lean start-up 

approach. Currently, the business model is the first concept introduced in the concept phase. 

This makes it possible to utilize the design thinking method in the ideation phase and use it 

as input for the business model.  

The implementation of elements from design thinking needs to be flexible. The program 

involves a time constraint, where participants must work on the innovation next to their daily 

activities. Therefore, the design consists of steps which can be implemented according to 

importance to the company. For instance, the problem exploration and validation are deemed 

as important tasks in the ideation phase. Consequently, the elements accompanying this 

task could be focused on more. 

To conclude, the two methodologies seem to complement each other very well. The design 

thinking method should be used in the generative process, exploring the problem in 

collaboration with different stakeholder, especially with the user as expert supporting the 

desirability. After this process a business model can be developed, the lean canvas seems to 

fit very well in this context. The lean start-up approach then rigorously tests the hypotheses 
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of the business model by prototyping according to the minimum viable product supporting the 

technical feasibility and economic viability of the start-up. 

7.2 Theoretical implications 

This thesis contributes to the theory by introducing design principles to complement an 

internal corporate venturing program leveraging the lean-start-up with design thinking. The 

design principles provide general propositions to mitigate the limitations discovered in such a 

program by utilizing design thinking concepts. Additional implications than discussed in the 

literature found in this thesis should be considered. 

To start, the main outcome of the ideation phase is a validated problem by understanding the 

user and its environment. By involving the user, and exploring the environment, latent 

problems are discovered, which creates relevance to begin a start-up. As such, defining a 

solution in this stage is of lower importance. Rather, teams should define attributes a solution 

should perform. Yet, the exploration of the solution seems to contribute significantly. By 

exploring the solution in combination with the acquired knowledge a wide variety of possible 

relevant solution ideas can be produced. Consequently, this provides valuable input to the 

lean start-up approach e.g. when teams must pivot on their first idea, they can revert to the 

initial ideas they generated.  

Furthermore, next to involving the user, the collaboration with several other stakeholders 

should be realized. Teams operating in an ICV program can collaborate with senior 

management, experts, coaches, employees who are related to the program like previous 

participants, and employees who support the program with specific skill sets.  

Additionally, a deliberate process to achieve the intention of the ideation phase should be 

implemented. A user guide that provides an overview of the deliverables in combination with 

tools specific for each deliverable, support from a coach during the process, and workshops 

increases the likelihood of generating desired outcomes.  

Finally, the lean canvas provides a good approach to use as mean to transfer the knowledge 

generated from utilizing design thinking. Notably, the value proposition is identified as a main 

outcome of the ideation phase to create a relevant and acceptable proposition to begin a 

start-up. As such, the value proposition can be utilized as factor to choose which start-ups 

can progress to the succeeding phase.  

Also, this research presents an extensive practical analysis on the ideation phase of an 

internal corporate venturing process based on the lean start-up approach. The literature on 

the application of the lean start-up in big organization is scarce. It is argued that the lean 
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start-up approach has limitations in the ideation part. Although, it is not investigated in the 

context of an internal corporate venturing program. This thesis presents a summary of the 

limitations of such a program (Table 7). 

A comprehensive literature review on lean start-up approach and design thinking is 

executed. The two streams of literature do not reference a lot to each other. This research 

explores both methodologies, reveal the part in an innovation process where they perform 

best, and if it is feasible to complement them in an internal corporate venturing process, 

deepening the understanding of the topics under investigation. 

7.3 Limitations and future research 

The research approach that was applied in this thesis is not free from limitations that may 

affect the outcome of the study. So first the limitations will be discussed, followed by 

recommendations for future research areas. The research involves the following limitations: 

➢ The research methods utilized are of qualitative nature and therefore dependent on 

the interpretation of the researcher. The research is not repeated, nor another 

researcher was involved in the research process. Several procedures are 

implemented to mitigate bias (e.g. using multiple instruments). Nevertheless, the bias 

associated with the qualitative nature of the research will have had effect on the 

results. 

➢ Internal validity: The outcome of the interviews has been validated with the 

facilitators, and a systematic approach has been utilized trying to increase the internal 

validity. Nevertheless, the interviews were executed with participants that successfully 

finished the ideation phase. The employees that withdrew from the program 

preliminary are not considered. Involving them in the interviews might prove to 

provide additional insights. 

➢ The external validity, or generalizability, is regarded as less important in problem 

solving projects which focus on a specific problem (Van Aken, 2012). However, 

besides solving a problem this thesis sets out to define design principles as general 

propositions to be used in other situations. The principles are defined based on the 

research executed at one company. As a result, this may decrease the 

generalizability of the design principles.  

➢ The interviews were conducted with successful teams. However, there was no way to 

identify if one team was better than the other, so the comparison was not made on 
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the outcome of the ideation phase, but rather on the favourable practices defined in 

the literature study. Also, the unsuccessful teams were not involved in the interviews.  

The following areas are suggested for future research: 

➢ The literature suggests that the lean start-up methodology is inefficient in the ideation 

stage of development. However, this assumption has not been substantiated when 

implemented in an internal corporate venturing process. The practical analysis 

adopted here validates this assumption. Nevertheless, the analysis is based on a 

single case. Future research could focus on multiple cases to validate if this 

assumption is also true for other companies.  

➢ This thesis presents a first occasion for propositions to implement design thinking 

elements in an ICV process based on the LSA. Future research could focus on the 

generalizability of the design principles in similar situations. 

➢ The proposed process may be implemented in the current company, and metrics 

defined to make it possible to measure the effectiveness of the suggested principles. 

Alternatively, it might be implemented other organizations. 

➢ The methodologies of DT and LSA are researched here, and if they can be 

complemented to each other. Some papers and articles also suggest that that the 

agile method could complement the product development process. For future 

research the agile method could be implemented as well to see if this creates an 

efficient process in the internal corporate start-up process. 
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Appendix A: Interview Guide 

Interview guide

Theme Structured questions Follow-up questions

Background • What is your current role in the 

company?
• How long do you work here?

• What is the composition of your 

team?
• Did you have any experience with 

innovation?

Progress 

innovation

• How did the evolution of your 

problem and solution go?
• Did you apply a process to find 

your problem?

• Did you apply a process to find 
your solution?

• How did you eventually choose 
your problem, and solution? 

• Did you change your problem and 

solution during the project? Why?
• How did you communicate about 

your innovation?

• How did you validate your 
problem?

• Did you consider other solutions?

Collaboration • Did you work together with many 

other people?
• How did you involve the user?

• How was the collaboration with 

the coach?
• How did you work with the team 

and ambassador?
• How was the collaboration with 

other stakeholders?

• How did you identify the right 

users for involvement?
• Were the users easy accessible?

• Did you find any unexpected 

outcomes by collaboration?
• Do you think this was the best 

approach?
• How did you communicate the 

relevance of your innovation?

Structure • How did you made use of the 

provided tools?
• What did you think of the 

workshops?

• Do you think the process is 
logical?

General • Do you think the ideation phase 

could be improved?
• Can you give a tip for future 

participants

Structured questions: questions to structure the interview

Follow – up questions: Used when more information was necessary, or the interviewee was not 
prone to discuss by themselves.
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Appendix B: Coding scheme “As-is” situation 

Coding scheme

Theme Code Description

Collaboration Ambassador and experts Participants have to acquire a 

ambassador. This is someone within the 
organization who has decision power 

who support the innovation of a 

participating team.

Coach Every team is assigned a coach in the 

program. The coach supports the teams 
in a variety of ways e.g. practical, on the 

innovation, and barriers.

Others Other stakeholders where the teams 

have been collaborating with.

Users The users of the innovation who the 

teams use for validation of their 
problem/solution.

Team The team of participants that are working 

together in the innovation program

Progress 

Innovation

Development problem The development of the problem during 

the ideation phase

Development solution The development of the solution during 

the ideation phase

Validation problem Valiation of the problem in the ideation 

phase.

Structure Concept Phase The concept phase, the phase following 

the ideation phase

Ideation phase The phase under current investigation

Other Other things that are related to the 

structure

Tool usage The usage of tools during the ideation 

phase.

Workshops The workshops give during the ideation 

phase.

Theme: aggregate theme of the codes

Code: The codes used in the analysis of the semi structured interviews with QDA miner
Description: short description of the code
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Appendix C: CIMO - Logic 

CIMO - Logic

Component Explanation

Context (C) The surrounding (external and internal environment) factors and the nature of the

human actors that influence behavioural change. They include features such as

age, experience, competency, organizational politics and power, the nature of the

technical system, organizational stability, uncertainty and system

interdependencies. Interventions are always embedded in a social system and will

be affected by at least four contextual layers: the individual, the interpersonal

relationships, institutional setting and the wider infrastructural system.

Intervention (I) The interventions managers have at their disposal to influence behaviour. For

example, leadership style, planning and control systems, training, performance

management. It is important to note that it is necessary to examine not just the

nature of the intervention but also how it is implemented. Furthermore,

interventions carry with them hypotheses, which may or may not be shared. For

example, ‘financial incentives will lead to higher worker motivation’.

Mechanisms (M) The mechanism that in a certain context is triggered by the intervention. For

instance, empowerment offers employees the means to contribute to some activity

beyond their normal tasks or outside their normal sphere of interest, which then

prompts participation and responsibility, offering the potential of long-term benefits

to them and/or to their organization.

Outcome (O) The outcome of the intervention in its various aspects, such as performance

improvement, cost reduction or low error rates.
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Appendix D: Overview research-based principles 

Research based design principles

Number Research based design principles Components based on literature

1
(C) When implementing design thinking in the

ideation phase of an internal corporate venturing

process based on the lean start-up approach, (I)

a combination of convergent and divergent

approaches should be applied as a series of

iterative phases, (M) this promotes the

exploration and definition of the problem and

solution space; encourages challenging and

reformulating of the problem and solution space;

and supports learning and discovery of new

relationships, (O) which will improve the in-depth

knowledge of the innovation environment, the

user, and increases the possibility to generate

ideas that go beyond the existing applications of

the company.

Combination of diverge and converge (Lindberg

et al., 2011; Scheider, 2017); Continuous circle of

iterative reflection (Brown, 2008; Canina et al.,

2014); Exploring multiple approaches to a

solution (Drews, 2009); Systematic approach

finding new patterns and relationships (Sato et

al., 2010); Challenging, questioning and

reformulating problem and solution space

(Carlgren et al., 2016); Beyond existing

applications (Lester, 1998).

2 (C)When implementing design thinking in the

ideation phase of an internal corporate

venturing process based on the lean start-up

approach, (I) tools associated with the

methodology, like mind-maps and point of view

scenarios, should be implemented (possibly

gradual) in complement with other learning

activities like a special coach, company specific

training material, and a visual guide to structure

the process, (M) which supports participants in

utilizing the methodology applying a deliberate

approach, (O) increasing the likelihood the

methods are used effective and generate

desired outcomes.

Design thinking provides a rich toolbox to support

the method (Calgren et al, 2014); Gradual

implementation (Tschimmel, 2012); support tools

with other activities: visual representation

(Caninna et al., 2014); special coach, company

specific training material (Rauth et al., 2014);

guide to structure process (Glen et al., 2015); to

increase likelihood of applicability (Barczak &

Kahn, 2012).

3 (C)When implementing design thinking in the

ideation phase of an internal corporate

venturing program based on the lean start-up

approach, (I) a collaborative working style

should be encouraged by involving users, team

members, senior management, and other

stakeholders (M) this promotes using different

perspectives supporting inspiration, empowers

tackling complex problems, and creates

awareness of the innovation (O) which will

improve the likelihood of an innovation being

relevant and will be accepted.

Collaboration is a main element of Design

Thinking (Brown, 2008; Hassi & Laakso, 2011;

Calgren et al., 2016); Working with teams (Clark

& Smith, 2010); Senior management (Ernst,

2002); An other stakeholders like users (Fraser,

2009); The support of a collaborative working

style promotes different perspective (Dunne &

Martin, 2006), integration of multiple insights to

new ideas (Fraser, 2009), supports inspiration

(Calgren et al., 2016), and acceptance (Ernst,

2002).

4 (C)When implementing design thinking in the

ideation phase of an internal corporate

venturing program based on the lean start-up

approach, (I) the identification and involvement

of the right users (e.g. lead or extreme users)

should be encouraged to understand what their

needs and problems are, (M) which improves

discovery and learning in an uncertain market;

improves co-creation; and creates balance in

desirability with technical feasibility and

economic viability, (O) which increases the

likelihood of a positive impact on the

commercial attractiveness of the innovation.

Identification user (e.g.lead or extreme user)

(Von Hippel 1986; Brown, 2008; Koen, 2015);

Involvement user (Brown, 2008); Discovery and

learning (Fraser, 2009); Improves co-creation

(Tschimmel, 2012); balancing desirability (Brown,

2008); Commercial attractiveness (Franke & von

Hippel, 2003); Understanding the customer

(Ernst, 2002).

5
(C)When implementing design thinking in the

ideation phase of an internal corporate venturing

program based on the lean start-up approach, (I )

a business model canvas (e.g. the lean canvas)

should be applied as mean to transfer

knowledge to the succeeding development

phases, (M) which creates a convergence point

for the methodologies, a way to visualize key

data outcomes in a coherent manner, and a way

to assess the progress of a project, (O) this wil l

improve the effective integration of both

methodologies and increases the likelihood for

implementation in the same innovation process.

Business model mean to transfer knowledge

(Lindberg et al., 2011; Fraser, 2009; Lund et al,

2017); Lean canvas (Maurya, 2012);

Convergence point (Koen, 2015); Visualize key

data (Osterwalder, 2010); Assesment point

(Cooper, 1990); Business model as outcome of

DT (Fraser, 2009; Glen et al., 2015);
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Appendix E: Lean canvas an FEI canvas 
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Appendix F: Design solution 
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Appendix G: Examples tools design solution 

Examples tools associated with design solution*

Themes Practices Techniques

User focus** Observations

Create empathy
Assume a beginners mindset

Extreme user (lead users)

Ethnographic research

Interviews
Empathy map (pains and needs)

Journey mapping 

Personas
User feedback sessions

Point of view

Problem exploration Market analysis

Competition analysis
Trend analysis

Contextual inquiry

Literature review

Expert interviews
Scenarios

Critical reading

How might we questions

Problem framing Synthesis research insights

Challenge and reframe initial problem
Systematic organization complex 

information

Problem statement

Five why’s

Point of view
“Fact, opinion, guess”

Mind map

Infographics

Ideation Brainstorming

Integrative thinking
Storytelling

Business model canvas

“How might we”

Brainstorm rules

Brainwriting/ brainsketching
Storyboard

Wireframes

I wish, I like, What if
Inspiration cards

* This overview shows examples of tools that could be implemented and therefore isn’t meant to be 

exhaustive.
** Users are involved in every step if applicable.
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